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Real-Time Con¯guration Control System for Redundant Manipulators
and Analysis of Avoidance Space
Abstract
This research is concerned with a real-time control system of trajectory tracking and obstacle
avoidance using an avoidance manipulability measure for redundant manipulators. To per-
form predetermined end-e®ector trajectory-tracking task adaptively without path-planning
for avoidance, information on the local environment is naturally restricted by limited recog-
nition time. This means adaptive con¯guration control has to manage its shape in real-time
and without adequate information on its surroundings. Therefore, when the manipulator
executes a task adaptively in a dynamic environment, its avoidance manipulability should
always be kept as high as possible to prepare for sudden avoidance action. As a measure
to gauge the avoidance manipulability based on non-collision, we ¯rstly propose a new in-
dex, \AMSIP". By combining a concept of \preview control" with real-time optimization of
AMSIP distribution found by \1-step GA", we propose a new real-time con¯guration con-
trol method, with future information being referred locally but e®ectively. The proposed
system has been shown that it is feasible and practical by simulations in terms of real-time
con¯guration optimization.
Avoidance manipulability is a new important concept in this research, which is inspired
from manipulability. The manipulability represents the ability to generate velocity at the
tip of each link without any designated end-e®ector task. The avoidance manipulability
represents the shape-changeability (avoidance ability) of intermediate links when a prior
end-e®ector task is given. Here, the intermediate links denote the all links of the redundant
manipulator except the top link with the end-e®ector since the top link is used to execute
the prior task. The avoidance matrix, 1M i (i = 1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; n ¡ 1), is used for analyzing avoid-
ance manipulability of the i-th intermediate link, rank(1M i) indicates the shape-changeable
space expansion and the singular values of 1M i indicate the avoidance ability in the typical
direction in the shape-changeable space. As the most essential condition to devise the robot's
con¯guration controller that can always keep the avoidance manipulability high and to build
the framework discussing shape-changeability under the prior end-e®ector task, we analyze
what assumption guarantees mathematically the sustainability of the shape-changeable space,
that is rank(1M i). Then we prove that \Non-Singular Con¯guration Assumptions" we pre-
sented can assure rank(1M i) through detailed decomposition analysis of 1M i. Non-Singular
Con¯guration Assumptions have not been integrated into our current con¯guration control
system, but they have an ability for presenting yardstick to maintain the sustainability of
avoidance space expansion.
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1 Introduction
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Fig. 1.1: Processing system for unknown object
Kinematically redundant manipulators have more Degrees of Freedom (DoF) than nec-
essary for accomplishing a given end-e®ector task. Nowadays, redundant manipulators are
used for various tasks, such as welding, sealing, grinding and other contact tasks, where the
irregular shape of the object worked on may hinder the robot's successful completion of task.
These kinds of tasks require that the manipulator plan its end-e®ector onto the desired tra-
jectory and avoid its intermediate links, meaning all comprising links of robot except the
top link with the end-e®ector, from obstacles existing near the target object as well as from
the target object itself. Based on this situation, this research considers the real-time control
system shown in Fig.1.1, this system is able to operate any working object of any shape
without any preparation for production in factories.
There have been many researches on con¯guration control and obstacle avoidance of
kinematically redundant manipulators discussing how to use the redundancy. The proposed
solutions so far can roughly be categorized as Global Methods and Local Methods. Within
the Global Methods, a Newton-Raphson type algorithm together with a penalty function
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method has been presented 1), which is capable of handling various goal task de¯nitions as
well as incorporating both joint and task space constraints, where a method added potential
¯eld around things in the environment has been discussed 2). A time-optimal control scheme
for kinematically redundant manipulators has been presented to track a prede¯ned geometric
path, subjected to joint torque limits 3), and kinematic failure tolerance has been analyzed in
the environment with obstacles 4). A Factor-Guided algorithm that ¯nds plans of motion from
initial arm con¯guration to a goal arm con¯guration in 2D space has been presented 5), which
utilized topology of the arm and obstacles to factor search space and reduce complexity of
the planning problem. In reference 6), Ahuactzin and Gupta have proposed a global method
(Kinematic Roadmap) to ¯nd a series of reachable con¯gurations (a feasible path) from a
given initial con¯guration to goal position based on a concept of \reachability". For travelling
operation of mobile manipulator, a motion planning scheme aimed at keeping manipulability
as high as possible has been presented 7). In general, Global Methods are used to choose
the best path beginning initial posture of the manipulator to goal position from all possible
paths in the full con¯guration space. It is obvious that Global Methods are only suitable
for structured and static environments and are inapplicable to dynamic environments with
moving obstacles. Moreover, Global Methods are computationally expensive, and the com-
putational cost expands rapidly as the number of manipulator's joints increases. Therefore,
considering these limitations, Global Methods are utilized only as an o®-line path/motion
planning tool in arti¯cially structured static environments, and are typically supervised from
a high level in the control hierarchy. On the other hand, to achieve an ability that is adap-
tive to dynamic environments, a system must make every e®ort to be as °exible as possible,
even in situations where information on the surroundings is limited. Such methodologies are
known as Local Methods, and this adaptation requires that the system tolerate changing
conditions and possess real-time measurement ability, although Local Methods can not guar-
antee the superiority of a chosen path or even the existence of a path to the goal. Various
approaches to real-time obstacle avoidance for redundant manipulators have been presented
8)-11) including real-time control methods to avoid singular con¯gurations 12). According to
the characteristics of Local Methods, they are mainly used to deal with moving obstacles in
an unstructured environment.
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In addition, up to now, a variety of indices have been proposed for evaluation of the
performance of robot manipulators. The manipulability ellipsoid 13), 14) has been presented
to evaluate the static performance of a robot manipulator as an index for evaluating the
manipulator's shape in terms of how much the end-e®ector velocity can be generated by nor-
malized joint velocity. Further, reference 15) has formulated the relation of the redundancy
and the priority order of multiple tasks. Reference 16) has proposed a control method of the
redundancy based on the priority order of tasks, and pointed out its e®ectiveness through
actual experiments. The manipulability measure has been addressed for cooperative arms
17), 18) and for dexterous hands 19). In addition, the manipulating force ellipsoid 20) has been
presented to evaluate the static torque-force transmission from the joints to the end-e®ector,
while the dynamic manipulability ellipsoid 21) has been presented as an index of the dy-
namic performance of a robot manipulator. The concept of inertia matching for a serial-link
manipulator 22) has been recently proposed as a new index of the dynamic performance of
the manipulator. Then, combining the dynamic manipulability ellipsoid with the manipu-
lability force ellipsoid, the inertia matching ellipsoid 23) has been proposed to characterize
the dynamic torque-force transmission e±ciency. The dynamic capability equations 24) have
been provided as a description of robot acceleration and force capabilities, which refer to a
manipulator's ability to accelerate its end-e®ector and to apply forces to the environment at
the end-e®ector.
Above researches tell us that the focuses of the researching topics about redundant manip-
ulators have been shifted from kinematical consideration into arguments combining kinemat-
ics and dynamics for evaluating and controlling the manipulator. However, they are based on
a condition assuming implicitly that multiple avoidance motions could be realized, they do
not start from the point of view that tasks involving trajectory tracking of the end-e®ector
and obstacle avoidance may be impossible to operate simultaneously, depending on the re-
lation of the manipulator's shape, the given end-e®ector task, and the environment. This
is because they do not care if \avoidance manipulability" is retained or not as a result of
operating the higher priority tasks. Please notice that \Avoidance" in this research is used
for shape-changeable motion of the manipulator while the end-e®ector tracks the predeter-
mined desired pose with designated dimension space. The above mentioned researches do
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not consider how much residue redundant mobility is remained at the links required to avoid
the obstacle.
On the other hand, the end-e®ector's mobility represented by manipulability has been
well-known to be decreased by singularities of Jacobian matrix, and the manipulability mea-
sure has been recognized to present a kind of distance from singular con¯guration of manipu-
lator. Contrarily to above end-e®ector's free motion, it seems that there has been no concept
to describe avoidance manipulability for the \Avoidance" task with desired end-e®ector task.
Moreover, in our previous researches, we presented a basic concept of preview control method,
which can make the current shape be close desired shape with the aim of avoiding collision
e®ectively by referring to the future shape 25). However, the manipulator sometimes collided
with the obstacle. Then, we presented a method which consists of both the preview control
and the postview control additionally considering the past shape by using its redundancy
26), with total control performance limited to some extent. What is the most defective point
in these preview approaches is the lack of consideration of how many redundant avoidance
abilities are leftover at the intermediate link required to avoid the obstacle. Those approaches
were arguments made on the condition that an assumption guarantees the possibility that
the avoidance motion could be available. Therefore, both how to measure the avoidance
manipulability remaining and how to control the con¯guration in a residue shape-changeable
margin are the themes discussed in this research.
Our research pursues a real-time control system using the Local Method. The features of
our system are shown in Fig.1.1. Such systems can be seen everywhere in factories. The cam-
era scene symbolizes the restricted information on the surroundings, and it contains future
trajectory information even though the near future is restricted. In Fig.1.1, the camera and
the manipulator's end-e®ector are supposed to move synchronously because achieving on-line
operation depends on the real-time information of an unknown target object obtained by this
moving camera covering a restricted area. As shown in Fig.1.2, when the camera detects the
sharp corners denoted as A, B and C appearing suddenly as the obstacles in the scene of the
camera as time t is t1, t2 and t3, the manipulator may be in a dangerous, collision-producing
situation and in such case the con¯guration of the manipulator must change immediately so
that it can avoid this obstacle. Therefore, in the whole on-line trajectory tracking process, al-
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Fig. 1.2: Sharp corners appearing suddenly as the obstacles
ways keeping the avoidance manipulability (shape-changeability) of the whole manipulator as
high as possible is essential to being prepared for the abrupt appearance of obstacles. In this
background, we had presented a concept of the avoidance manipulability ellipsoid 27) as an
index evaluating shape-changeability of the intermediate links, while the end-e®ector tracks
the desired trajectory, which is inspired from the manipulability concept 13), 14). In reference
27), the avoidance manipulability ellipsoid just evaluated the avoidance manipulability of each
intermediate link except the end-e®ector, it was not enough to evaluate the avoidance manip-
ulability of the whole manipulator. Therefore, for evaluating the avoidance manipulability
of the whole manipulator, we propose an index called \AMSI" (Avoidance Manipulability
Shape Index) 28). Although \AMSI" can be used for evaluating the avoidance manipulability
of the whole manipulator, it does not consider the distance between the manipulator and the
target objects. By setting the potential spaces structured around the target object and com-
bining them with \AMSI", we propose a new index called \AMSIP" (AMSI with Potential).
We verify that \AMSIP" is more e®ective than \AMSI" through analysis and comparison. In
this research, \con¯guration control" means a control strategy of manipulator's shape based
on the optimization of \AMSIP". This de¯nition is di®erent from the previous concept of
con¯guration control 29).
The emphasis of our approach is on the real-time optimization control of the manipulator's
con¯guration using the Local Method. Here, \real-time con¯guration control" is de¯ned as
con¯guration control based on real-time recognition. Real-time recognition is to detect target
working object's shape in 33[ms] without delaying the video-rate 30[frame=s]. This has been
con¯rmed to be realizable in our previous report on ¯sh-catching using 1-step GA 30). Then
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\real-time con¯guration control" can be rewritten as to control the robot's con¯guration
within a control period of less than 33[ms] and based on on-line recognition. The Local
Method has such merit as less computation burden, but local information is naturally the
defect on the meaning of it being not global. On the basis of \AMSIP", combining the
preview control method with 1-step GA, we successfully overcome this natural defect and
realize an on-line processing system through which a manipulator's end-e®ector can track
the desired trajectory on the working object with higher avoidance manipulability. We also
verify its e®ectiveness through simulations.
Avoidance manipulability of the manipulator is evaluated based on the avoidance ability
in each possible dimension of intermediate links in the residue redundant space. However,
whether we can use the remaining redundancy to achieve desired avoidance task depends on
purely whether the avoidance task lies in the range space of the avoidance matrix 1M i, which
is de¯ned as
1M i = J i(In ¡ J+nJn);
where J i and Jn are Jacobian matrices corresponding to the i-th link and the top link
respectively, J+n is the pseudo-inverse of Jn, In is a n£n unit matrix. The demonstration
of 1M i is explained in chapter 3. As the most essential condition to devise the robot's
con¯guration controller that can always keep the avoidance manipulability high and to build
the framework discussing shape-changeability under the end-e®ector prior task, we analyze
what assumption guarantees mathematically the sustainability of the shape-changeable space,
that is rank(1M i). The singular values of 1M i means the radius length of main axes of
avoidance manipulability ellipsoids.
Maintaining rank(1M i) of intermediate links as high as possible is the essential require-
ment for con¯guration control to optimize manipulator's shape with high avoidance manip-
ulability. And we think it should be the ¯rst step to design a real-time control system of
a redundant manipulator with high shape-changeability based on avoidance manipulability.
We want to stress here previous researches have not paid attention to how to guarantee
rank(1M i) to assure the required avoidance task to be realizable. In fact, a similar concept
of 1M i had initially been de¯ned and used for controlling the redundant manipulator's con-
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¯guration based on prioritized multiple tasks 31). However, the proposed controller in 31) do
not concern the possibility the range space of 1M i could be reduced by singular con¯guration
and it can not decouple the interacting motions of multiple tasks even though the redundant
degree be much higher than the required motion degree of the multiple tasks. Even in our
previous researches about avoidance manipulability optimization 28) and real-time control
system 32), 33) of a redundant manipulator, we did not guarantee the sustainability of the
range space of 1M i. So we need assumption to assert that the range space of 1M i should be
maitained. Then the assumption can provide a con¯guration control criterion as primary con-
trol objective to keep the shape-changeability by avoiding singular con¯guration. In chapter
7, we propose two assumptions named as \Part-Non-Singular Con¯guration Assumption" and
\All-Non-Singular Con¯guration Assumption", both can guarantee that rank(1M i) could be
maintained without reduction by dropping into singular con¯guration, through analyses and
proofs by decomposing 1M i into singular components. These two Non-Singular Con¯gura-
tion Assumptions have not been integrated into our current con¯guration control system,
but they have an ability for presenting yardstick to maintain the sustainability of avoidance
space expansion.
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2 Manipulability
All descriptions written in this chapter are well known in robotics ¯eld. However, we thought
that careful descriptions of kinematics of redundant manipulator will help readers understand
mathematical analyses described from chapter 3 and make clear discussed following chapter
3. If readers are well versed in robotics, they may start reading this thesis from chapter 3.
2.1 Redundant Manipulator's Kinematics
2.1.1 Position Space
As shown in Fig.2.1, §0 is the world coordinate ¯xed in the task space, §i (i = 1; 2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; n)
is a coordinate ¯xed at bottom-side of the i-th link, qi is the rotational angle of the i-th link,
n denotes the number of the manipulator's links. The position vector of top-side of the i-th
link is denoted as rp;i+1(qi) 2 Rmp with respect to §0, and the position vector of bottom-side
of the i-th link is denoted as rp;i(qi¡1) 2 Rmp with respect to §0. mp denotes the position
dimension number of working space (1 · mp · 3). rp;n+1(qn) = rp;E(qn) and we simplify as
rp;1 = 0. In this research, please notice that the all de¯nitions will omit the left superscript
\0" when they are with respect to §0. When mp = 3, rp;i+1(qi) is given as a function of qi
and de¯ned as
rp;i+1(qi) =
0@ xi+1(qi)yi+1(qi)
zi+1(qi)
1A : (2.1)
In (2.1), qi 2 Rn and it is de¯ned as
qi =
0BBBBBBBB@
q1
...
qi
0
...
0
1CCCCCCCCA
; (i = 1; 2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; n): (2.2)
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Fig. 2.1: Structure 1 of n-link redundant manipulator
In addition, as shown in Fig.2.1, ¢rp;i(qi) is the vector connecting bottom-side to top-side
of i-th link with respect to §0, so rp;i+1(qi) can be denoted as
rp;i+1(qi) =
iX
j=1
¢rp;j(qj): (2.3)
By di®erentiating rp;i+1(qi) in (2.3) with time, we can obtain
_rp;i+1(qi) =
@rp;i+1(qi)
@qTn
_qn
=
@¢rp;1(q1)
@qTn
_qn + ¢ ¢ ¢+
@¢rp;i(qi)
@qTn
_qn
=
@¢rp;1(q1)
@qT1
_qn + ¢ ¢ ¢+
@¢rp;i(qi)
@qTi
_qn
= Jp;i _qn; (2.4)
then, we can obtain the position Jacobian matrix Jp;i (i = 1; 2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; n) in (2.4) as
Jp;i = (
iX
j=1
@¢rp;j(qj)
@q1
;
iX
j=2
@¢rp;j(qj)
@q2
; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; @¢rp;i(qi)
@qi| {z }
i
; 0|{z}
n¡i
) gmp
= (~jp;i;1; ~jp;i;2; ¢ ¢ ¢; ~jp;i;i; 0)
= ( ~Jp;i; 0): (2.5)
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Fig. 2.2: Structure 2 of n-link redundant manipulator
If we de¯ne ¢Jp;j as
¢Jp;j = (
@¢rp;j(qj)
@q1
; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; @¢rp;j(qj)
@qj| {z }
j
; 0|{z}
n¡j
) gmp
= (¢~jp;j;1; ¢ ¢ ¢; ¢~jp;j;j ; 0)
= (¢ ~Jp;j ; 0); (2.6)
then, Jp;i (i = 1; 2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; n) can be denoted by
Jp;i =
iX
j=1
¢Jp;j : (2.7)
In this way, Jp;n can be represented by
Jp;n =
nX
j=1
¢Jp;j
= Jp;i +
nX
j=i+1
¢Jp;j : (2.8)
In addition, referring to Fig.2.2 and we de¯ne pi+1;k by combining ¢rp;i(qi) in Fig.2.1 as
pi+1;k =
iX
j=k
¢rp;j(qj): (2.9)
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In (2.9), pi+1;k describes the vector connecting the origin of §k to the origin of §i+1 with
respect ot §0.
2.1.2 Orientation Space
Representing the orientational vector of the i-th link by ro;i(qi) 2 Rmo . Here, mo denotes
the orientation dimension number of working space (1 · mo · 3). When mo = 3 and ro;i(qi)
is represented by a rather common de¯nition of \Euler angles" (Ái; µi; Ãi), and it is given as
a function of qi as
ro;i(qi) =
0@ Ái(qi)µi(qi)
Ãi(qi)
1A : (2.10)
By di®erentiating ro;i(qi) in (2.10) with time, we can obtain
_ro;i(qi) =
@ro;i(qi)
@qTn
_qn: (2.11)
Providing z-axis of §i represents rotational axis and it is denoted by zi, the angular velocity
vector !i is
!i =
iX
j=1
zj _qj : (2.12)
And the relation between !i and _ro;i(qi) is
!i =
0@ 0 ¡sinÁi cosÁisinµi0 cosÁi sinÁisinµi
1 0 cosµi
1A _ro;i(qi)
=
0@ 0 ¡sinÁi cosÁisinµi0 cosÁi sinÁisinµi
1 0 cosµi
1A @ro;i(qi)
@qTn
_qn
= Jo;i _qn: (2.13)
From (2.12) and (2.13), Jo;i is denoted as
Jo;i = (z1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ;zi| {z }
i
; 0|{z}
n¡i
) gmo
= ( ~Jo;i; 0): (2.14)
Being similar with the description of (2.7), Jo;i (i = 1; 2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; n) can be denoted as
Jo;i =
iX
j=1
¢Jo;j : (2.15)
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2.1.3 Combined Position and Orientation Spaces
According to above analyses in the position space (mp = 3) and orientation space (mo = 3)
respectively, in the maximum space of m = mp +mo = 6, we can de¯ne
pi(qi) =
µ
rp;i+1(qi)
ro;i(qi)
¶
(2.16)
and
_ri(qi) =
µ
_rp;i+1(qi)
!i
¶
=
0BBBBBB@
_xi+1(qi)
_yi+1(qi)
_zi+1(qi)
!x;i
!y;i
!z;i
1CCCCCCA
=
µ
Jp;i
Jo;i
¶
_qn
= J i _qn: (2.17)
In this way, according to _ri(qi), we can de¯ne
_ri(qi) = Um _ri(qi)
= UmJ i _qn
= J i _qn: (2.18)
In (2.18), Um is a m£6 matrix to select end-e®ector's task space. For example, when the
end-e®ector's task space is given by m = 3 such as _ri(qi) = [ _xi+1(qi); _yi+1(qi); !z;i)]T , Um is
a 3£6 matrix as
Um =
0@ 1 0 0 0 0 00 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
1A : (2.19)
In addition, being similar with the descriptions of (2.7) and (2.15), we can de¯ne
J i =
iX
j=1
¢J j
= ( ~J i; 0) (2.20)
and
¢J j = Um
µ
¢Jp;j
¢Jo;j
¶
: (2.21)
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2.2 Manipulability Ellipsoid
(a) Manipulability ellipsoids (b) Avoidance manipulability ellipsoids
X
Y
Üw X
Y
Üw
Desired hand trajectory
Obstacle
Fig. 2.3: Manipulability ellipsoids and avoidance manipulability ellipsoids
Considering a set of tip velocities _ri of all links being realizable by a set of joint angle
velocities _qi that satis¯es an Euclidean norm condition, that is, k _qik = ( _q21+ _q22+¢ ¢ ¢+ _q2i )1=2 ·
1, then the each tip velocity shapes an ellipsoid in range space of J i. These ellipsoids have
been known as \manipulability ellipsoid"13), 14), which are described as
_rTi (J
+
i )
TJ+i _ri · 1; _ri 2 R(J i): (2.22)
In (2.22), J+i is the pseudo-inverse of J i, and R(J i) represents the range space of J i. As
shown in Fig.2.3(a), the singular values of J i means the radius length of main axes of manip-
ulability ellipsoids, that is to represent the ability to generate velocity at the tip of each link
without any designated end-e®ector task. The avoidance manipulability ellipsoids shown in
Fig.2.3(b) are inspired from manipulability ellipsoids and represent the shape-changeability
of each intermediate link when a prior end-e®ector task is given. The detailed explanation
of avoidance manipulability is shown in chapter 3 and the detailed comparison is shown in
subsection 7.5.1.
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3 Avoidance Manipulability
Here we assume that the desired trajectory rnd and the desired velocity of the manipulator's
end-e®ector _rnd are given as primary task in m dimensional space, so rank(Jn) = m. Giving
i = n into (2.18) and abbreviating _rn(qn) to _rn, the desired _rn is denoted by _rnd, then,
_rnd = Jn _qn; (3.1)
where Jn is a Jacobian matrix, m £ n, given by di®erentiating rnd by qn. m denotes the
number of work space and n denotes the number of links, m < n is penetrated into this whole
thesis as the redundancy condition, solving _qn in (3.1) as
_qn = J
+
n _rnd + (In ¡ J+nJn) 1l: (3.2)
In (3.2), J+n is the pseudo-inverse of Jn. Because rank(Jn) = m, then
J+n = J
T
n (JnJ
T
n )
¡1: (3.3)
If rank(Jn) = r < m, then please refer to the de¯nition shown from (7.1) to (7.4). (7.2)
is the general de¯nition of pseudo-inverse for all conditions. In is a n£n unit matrix, and
1l is an arbitrary vector satisfying 1l 2 Rn. The left superscript \1" of 1l means the ¯rst
avoidance sub-task executed by using redundant DoF. If the rest DoF can execute the second
sub-task besides the ¯rst sub-task, we de¯ne it by 2l, which indicates the avoidance action in
higher dimension 34). The following de¯nitions about the left superscript \1" are also. In the
right side of (3.2), the ¯rst term denotes the solution making k _qnk minimize in the full space
of _qn while realizing _rnd. The second term denotes the components of angular velocities at
each joint, which can change the manipulator's shape regardless with the in°uence of _rnd
given arbitrarily as end-e®ector velocity for tracking the desired trajectory in m-dimensional
space. Providing the ¯rst avoidance sub-task, that is the ¯rst demanded avoidance velocity
1 _rid, is given to the i-th link by the geometric relation of manipulator and obstacles, shall we
discuss realizability of 1 _rid in the following argument. In this research, 1 _rid is assumed to be
14
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+
n _rnd
Å1 _rid
_q2
_qi
_q1
Üw
Fig. 3.1: Obstacle avoidance of intermediate links
commanded by an avoidance control system at a higher level. The relation of 1 _rid and _rnd
is denoted in (3.4) by substituting (3.2) into 1 _rid = J i _qn.
1 _rid = J iJ+n _rnd + J i(In ¡ J+nJn) 1l: (3.4)
Here, we de¯ne two variables shown as
¢1 _rid
4
= 1 _rid ¡ J iJ+n _rnd (3.5)
and
1M i
4
= J i(In ¡ J+nJn): (3.6)
In (3.5), ¢1 _rid is called by \the ¯rst avoidance velocity". In (3.6), 1M i is a m£n matrix
called by \the ¯rst avoidance matrix". Then, (3.5) can be rewritten as
¢1 _rid = 1M i1l: (3.7)
The relation between 1 _rid and ¢1 _rid is shown in Fig.3.1.
Recipe:
Providing primarily given end-e®ector task _rnd and avoidance task of the i-th link 1 _rid,
¢1 _rid is determined by (3.5). Then the realizability of 1 _rid depends on rank(1M i), meaning
whether ¢1 _rid has a solution 1l through 1M i in (3.7) relies on rank(1M i).
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3.1 Complete Avoidance Manipulability Ellipsoid
When 1 _rid is given as the desired velocity of the intermediate i-th link to avoid obstacle,
according to (3.5), we can obtain ¢1 _rid. However, the problem is whether we can realize
¢1 _rid, that is, whether we can ¯nd 1l to realize ¢1 _rid. From (3.7), we can obtain 1l as
1l = 1M+i ¢
1 _rid + (In ¡ 1M+i 1M i)2l: (3.8)
In (3.8), 1M+i is the pseudo-inverse of
1M i and 2l is an arbitrary vector satisfying 2l 2 Rn.
From (3.8), we can obtain
k1lk2 = 1lT 1l
= [¢1 _rTid
1M+i
T + 2lT (In ¡ 1M+i 1M i)T ][1M+i ¢1 _rid + (In ¡ 1M+i 1M i)2l]
= ¢1 _rTid
1M+i
T 1M+i ¢
1 _rid +¢1 _rTid
1M+i
T (In ¡ 1M+i 1M i)2l
+2lT (In ¡ 1M+i 1M i)T 1M+i ¢1 _rid
+2lT (In ¡ 1M+i 1M i)T (In ¡ 1M+i 1M i)2l
= ¢1 _rTid
1M+i
T 1M+i ¢
1 _rid + k(In ¡ 1M+i 1M i)2lk2
¸ ¢1 _rTid1M+i
T 1M+i ¢
1 _rid; (3.9)
since (1M+i
1M i)T = 1M+i
1M i and 1M+i
1M i
1M+i =
1M+i . Assuming that
1l is restricted
as k1lk · 1, then we obtain next relation,
¢1 _rTid(
1M+i )
T 1M+i ¢
1 _rid · 1; ¢1 _rid 2 R(1M i): (3.10)
If rank(1M i) = m, we can obtain 1M i1M+i = Im, (3.10) represents an ellipsoid expand-
ing in m-dimensional space, that is ¢1 _rid can be arbitrarily realized in m-dimensional space
and (3.7) always has the solution 1l corresponding to all ¢1 _rid 2 Rm. In this way, the ellip-
soid represented by (3.10) is named \the ¯rst complete avoidance manipulability ellipsoid",
which is denoted by 1CPi.
3.2 Partial Avoidance Manipulability Ellipsoid
If rank(1M i) = p < m, 1M i1M+i 6= Im, we can obtain the partial avoidance manipulability
ellipsoid of reduced ¢1 _r¤id as
¢1 _r¤id
T (1M+i )
T 1M+i ¢
1 _r¤id · 1; (¢1 _r¤id = 1M i1M+i s; s 2 Rm): (3.11)
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(3.11) describes an ellipsoid expanded in p-dimensional space. This ellipsoid is named \the
¯rst partial recon¯guration manipulability ellipsoid", which is denoted by 1PPi. Because p <
m, the partial recon¯guration manipulability ellipsoid can be thought as regressed ellipsoid of
the complete recon¯guration manipulability ellipsoid. We call 1Pi as the ¯rst recon¯guration
manipulability ellipsoid including both 1CPi and 1PPi.
According to above analysis, we can generalize
Lemma 1:
The necessary and su±cient condition of ¢1 _rid = 1M i1M+i ¢
1 _rid being held for all
¢1 _rid 2 Rm is rank(1M i) = m.
Lemma 2:
If rank(1M i) = p < m, ¢1 _rid 2 Rm does not always satisfy ¢1 _rid = 1M i1M+i ¢1 _rid.
But the orthogonal projection of ¢1 _rid onto R(1M i), that is, for all ¢1 _r¤id 2 R(1M i) can be
realized, avoidance manipulability in ¢1 _r¤id direction is possible.
Theorem 1:
For all 1 _rid 2 Rm can be realized for any _rnd being given primarily as end-e®ector task,
if and only if rank(1M i) = m.
Theorem 2:
If rank(1M i) = p < m, for all 1 _rid 2 Rm can not be always realized. But
1 _r]id
4
= ¢1 _r¤id + J iJ
+
n _rnd; (3.12)
can be realized since ¢1 _r¤id 2 R(1M i) in p dimension space, that is 1 _r]id is contained in the
a±ne space
R(1M i) + J iJ+n _rnd; (3.13)
which means the summation of a vector ¢1 _r¤id in a decreased space R(
1M i) and a constant
vector J iJ+n _rnd, and the dimension number of this a±ne space is also p.
The all proofs of \Propositions", \Lemmas", \Theorems" and \Corollaries" are
shown in \Appendix".
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3.3 Plural Avoidance Manipulability
In subsections 3.1 and 3.2, we de¯ned the ¯rst avoidance manipulability ellipsoid 1Pi (i =
1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; n ¡ 1). However, in fact, it may not be possible that these intermediate links realize
their own avoidance velocities simultaneously. This subsection discusses the multi-avoidance
task realization. If the ¯rst avoidance task, that is, the ¯rst avoidance velocity, ¢1 _rid or
¢1 _r¤id has been realized at the certain i-th link, we will consider the possibility to execute the
secondly demanded velocity except the i-th link. Substituting (3.8) into (3.2), we can obtain
_qn = J
+
n _rnd + (In ¡ J+nJn)1M+i ¢1 _rid + (In ¡ J+nJn)(In ¡ 1M+i 1M i)2l: (3.14)
Substituting (3.14) into 2 _rjd = J j _qn, we can obtain
2 _rjd = J jJ+n _rnd + J j(In ¡ J+nJn)1M+i ¢1 _rid
+J j(In ¡ J+nJn)(In ¡ 1M+i 1M i)2l: (3.15)
By de¯ning ¢2 _rjd and 2M j as
¢2 _rjd
4
= 2 _rjd ¡ J jJ+n _rnd ¡ J j(In ¡ J+nJn)1M+i ¢1 _rid (3.16)
and
2M j
4
= J j(In ¡ J+nJn)(In ¡ 1M+i 1M i); (3.17)
we can obtain
¢2 _rjd = 2M j2l: (3.18)
The forms of (3.18) and (3.7) are similar. Therefore, the analysis method of the second
avoidance manipulability ellipsoid 2Pj (j = 1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; n ¡ 1; fj 6= ig) and the ¯rst avoidance
manipulability ellipsoid 1Pi are also similar. In other words, whether the second avoidance
task can be realized or not depends on the rank value of the second avoidance matrix 2M j
(j = 1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; n ¡ 1; fj 6= ig). If rank(2M j) 6= 0, the second avoidance task can be realized
partially at least. Otherwise, the second avoidance task can not be realized. Similarly, we
can judge whether the third avoidance task can be realized or not by the third avoidance
matrix 3Mk as
3Mk
4
= Jk(In ¡ J+nJn)(In ¡ 1M+i 1M i)(In ¡ 2M+j 2M j);
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(k = 1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; n¡ 1; fk 6= ig \ fk 6= jg): (3.19)
According to the above analyses for 1M i, 2M j and 3Mk, by the similar method, the realiz-
ability of the fourth or more avoidance tasks can be judged.
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4 Avoidance Manipulability Shape Index
As shown in Fig.1.1, if the manipulator's end-e®ector operates a target object in trajectory
tracking with lower avoidance manipulability, it is di±cult to avoid the target object/obstacles
newly detected by camera. Our research is the real-time control system, the working ma-
nipulator must possess the characteristic being able to do a quick avoidance action (shape-
changing action) when it meets the target object/obstacles appearing suddenly. Therefore,
for simultaneously realizing on-line trajectory tracking and obstacle avoidance, it is neces-
sary and important to always keep the high avoidance manipulability in the whole working
process.
4.1 Volume Summation
Here, we present \AMSI" (Avoidance Manipulability Shape Index) expressed by sum of avoid-
ance manipulability of all intermediate links to evaluate avoidance manipulability of the whole
manipulator. The avoidance manipulability of each intermediate link can be evaluated by
the avoidance manipulability ellipsoid. The volume of avoidance manipulability ellipsoid will
determine the extent of avoidance manipulability. When the volume of avoidance manipula-
bility ellipsoid of the i-th link is the largest, the avoidance manipulability of the i-th link is
the best. The volume of avoidance manipulability ellipsoid of the i-th link is de¯ned as
1Vi = cm ¢ 1wi: (4.1)
In (4.1), the right subscript \m" of cm denotes the dimension number, cm and 1wi are de¯ned
as
cm =
8>><>>:
2(2¼)(m¡1)=2
1 ¢ 3 ¢ ¢ ¢ (m¡ 2)m (m : odd)
(2¼)m=2
2 ¢ 4 ¢ ¢ ¢ (m¡ 2)m (m : even)
: (4.2)
and
1wi = 1¾i1 ¢1 ¾i2 ¢ ¢ ¢ 1¾im: (4.3)
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Fig. 4.1: Avoidance manipulability ellipsoids.
In (4.3), 1¾i1; 1¾i2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; 1¾im are the singular values of 1M i in (3.6).
According to above discussion, the \volume" of avoidance manipulability ellipsoid is
adaptable to situation that redundant manipulator works in 3-dimensional space (m = 3).
Here, for making it comprehensive and understandable, we will analyze a multi-link redun-
dant manipulator in 2-dimensional space (m = 2). In this case of 2-dimensional space, 1Vi
denotes the area measure of avoidance manipulability ellipsoid rather than volume. Moreover,
the avoidance manipulability ellipsoids of the 1-st link and (n¡ 1)-th link will become lines
(area measures are zero). However, we can not omit the avoidance manipulability of these
two links when we evaluate the avoidance manipulability of the whole manipulator although
their ellipsoid areas are zero. Therefore, the lengths of these two lines will be used to denote
the avoidance manipulability of them. Here, taking a 4-link redundant manipulator (n = 4)
in 2-dimensional space (m = 2) for example shown in Fig.4.1. The avoidance manipulability
ellipsoid of the 2-nd link is called the ¯rst complete avoidance manipulability ellipsoid evalu-
ated by its area measure, which is denoted by 1CP2. The avoidance manipulability ellipsoids
of the 1-st link and 3-rd link are called the ¯rst partial avoidance manipulability ellipsoid
evaluated by lengths of their lines, which are denoted by 1PP1 and 1PP3 respectively 27). The
largest 1Vi corresponds to the highest avoidance manipulability of the i-th link. However,
1Vi just denotes the extent of avoidance manipulability of the i-th link. Sometimes, as for a
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given con¯guration, the i-th link possesses higher avoidance manipulability and other links
possess lower avoidance manipulability, which seriously a®ects the avoidance manipulability
of the whole manipulator. Therefore, for evaluating the avoidance manipulability of the whole
manipulator, 1E is de¯ned as
1E =
n¡1X
i=1
1Vi ai: (4.4)
In (4.4), when m = 2, 1V1 and 1Vn¡1 denote the lengths, 1V2;3;¢¢¢ ;(n¡2) denote area measure.
ai is de¯ned as
a1 = an¡1 = 1[m¡1]; a2;3;¢¢¢ ;(n¡2) = 1[m¡2]: (4.5)
By (4.5), 1E denotes an index without unit. Evaluating the avoidance manipulability by
using area measures 1Vi is to simultaneously consider the avoidance manipulability in the
both directions of the longest and the shortest axes of ellipsoid. If the shape of avoidance
manipulability ellipsoid of the i-th link is slender, it indicates that the tip of the i-th link
possesses very low avoidance manipulability along the direction of the shortest axis although
avoidance manipulability along the longest one is high, resulting in 1Vi being small and 1E
being small also, which is not the desired avoidance manipulability ellipsoid. In addition, if
the manipulator's end-e®ector can not reach the desired position, we de¯ne 1E as
1E = 0: (4.6)
In this way, 1E is a kind of index evaluating the avoidance manipulability of the whole
manipulator.
4.2 Singular Value Summation
The above discussed 1E evaluates the avoidance manipulability depending on the sum of
volumes of avoidance manipulability ellipsoids. In addition, the avoidance manipulability of
the whole manipulator can be evaluated by another index as
1E0 =
n¡1X
i=1
miX
j=1
1¾ij : (4.7)
In (4.7), mi denote the number of the non-zero singular values of 1M i. This kind of index
1E0 is the sum of all singular values 1¾ij . Here, singular value denotes the radius of main axis
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of avoidance manipulability ellipsoid. In this way, although some singular values are very
small, the evaluation index 1E0 will be relatively large only if others singular values are large
(when m = 2, there are two positive singular values at most corresponding to 1M i). We will
analyze and compare 1E with 1E0 which criterion can give appropriate con¯guration for the
redundant manipulator based on the avoidance manipulability next.
4.3 Comparison
X[m]
Y[m]
Üw
q1
q2
q3
q4
l1
l2
l3
l4
Fig. 4.2: Manipulator's con¯guration in this example.
From the de¯nitions of 1E and 1E0, we can ¯nd that 1E0 is easier to be calculated than 1E
since 1E0 calculates simply the summation of singular values. 1E needs calculate the volumes
of avoidance manipulability ellipsoids. On the other hand, 1E can keep the balance between
the longest axis and the shortest axis of avoidance manipulability ellipsoid by calculating
the volume. 1E0 will lose this kind of balance when the shape of avoidance manipulability
ellipsoid is very slender, that is the length of the longest axis of avoidance manipulability
ellipsoid is very long and the shortest one is very short to be nearly zero. These facts suggest
us that 1E0 keeps non-zero value even though the length of the shortest axis is decreased to
be zero. However the value of 1E decreases to zero in the above situation.
In the 4-link manipulator in a 2-dimensional space shown in Fig.4.2, where the length of
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Fig. 4.3: 1E0 distribution and manipulator's optimal shape when the end-e®ector is ¯xed at
(x,y)=(100,100).
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Fig. 4.4: 1E distribution and manipulator's optimal shape when the end-e®ector is ¯xed at
(x,y)=(100,100).
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each link is 100[cm], q1, q2, q3 and q4 are de¯ned speci¯cally. When the manipulator's end-
e®ector is ¯xed in the position (x = 100[cm], y = 100[cm]), the manipulator's con¯guration
will be determined once q1 and q2 are given. When q1 and q2 change from 0 degree to 360
degree, which corresponds to 360£360 cases with an interval of change of 1 degree, the value
of 1E0 is plotted by changing q1 and q2 with the resolution of 1 degree in Fig.4.3(a), and
1E distribution is done in Fig.4.4(a). In addition, Fig.4.3(b) denotes the optimal shape of
a manipulator corresponding to the largest 1E0 (Peak10). Fig.4.4(b) denotes the optimal
shape of a manipulator corresponding to the largest 1E (Peak1). Here, please notice that we
do not consider the problem of self-collision in this research. Obviously, when we compare
Fig.4.3(b) with Fig.4.4(b), the manipulator's optimal shape evaluated by 1E0 is not the desired
shape from the viewpoint of avoidance manipulability. The largest 1E0 in Peak10 is mainly
supported by the biggest value 1¾31, which merely indicates that there exists a high avoidance
velocity along the direction of 1¾31. We can also ¯nd from Fig.4.3(b) that avoidance velocity
along the direction of 1¾22 is very small. Therefore, we think 1E0 is not suitable for the
evaluation of the avoidance manipulability of the whole manipulator. However, in Fig.4.4(b),
the manipulator's optimal shape, as evaluated by 1E, is very desirable because the largest 1E
in Peak1 is mainly supported by the biggest area measure 1V2. Especially, from the shape
of 1V2, we can ¯nd that the avoidance velocities along arbitrary directions in the plane are
average.
By comparing 1E0 (sum of 1¾ij) with 1E (sum of 1Vi), 1E can e®ectively evaluate the
avoidance manipulability of the whole manipulator in view of the balance along all directions
in the working space. Therefore, we think that 1E is more e®ective and accurate than 1E0
as an evaluation index of the avoidance manipulability of the whole manipulator. Therefore,
we chose 1E and named it as \Avoidance Manipulability Shape Index (AMSI)".
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5 AMSI With Potential
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Fig. 5.1: Potential spaces and speci¯ed points.
For satisfying the requirements of real-time trajectory tracking and obstacle avoidance,
just keeping higher avoidance manipulability of the whole manipulator is not enough, keep-
ing the farther distance between the manipulator and the target object is another important
thing. In chapter 4, we discussed the evaluation index of the avoidance manipulability of
the whole manipulator \AMSI"(1E), which is the sum of volumes of all avoidance manip-
ulability ellipsoids. However, although avoidance manipulability of the whole manipulator
can be evaluated by using \AMSI"(1E), the possibility of collision may increase because
it does not consider the distance between the manipulator and the target object. Here,
we need to introduce the potential spaces, which are detected by camera and automati-
cally created around the working object's shape. As shown in Fig.5.1, the potential spaces
uk(k = 0; 1; 2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; nk) are set along the working object's shape with the interval of ¢h, here
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nk denotes the number of potential spaces. And the potential values vk(k = 0; 1; 2; 3; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; nk)
denote the dangerous extent, which are de¯ned by v0 < v1 < v2 < ¢ ¢ ¢ < vnk < 0. In other
words, if the distance from the working object decreases, the potential value will become
smaller. In addition, the speci¯ed points are spaced evenly on each link of the manipula-
tor besides each joint position, and the coordinates of the speci¯ed points are represented
by sij(xij ; yij)[i = 1; 2; 3; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; n; j = 1; 2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; ni] where n denotes the number of manipula-
tor's links and ni denotes the sum number of the speci¯ed points in the i-th link. Here,
please notice that these speci¯ed points are not to be arbitrarily chosen, and obviously, the
larger
nP
i=1
ni is, the more accurate the collision avoidance will be. Evaluation values a(sij) of
speci¯ed points are de¯ned as½
a(sij) = vk sij2uk
a(sij) = 0 sij =2uk : (5.1)
Total potential value U of the manipulator's shape is de¯ned as
U =
nX
i=1
niX
j=1
a(sij): (5.2)
According to the de¯nition of U , we can think that U will be decreased once the ma-
nipulator moves into potential spaces or it approaches the working object. Moreover, please
notice that all potential values are negative, and the potential value v0 inside the working
object is especially small. In this way, we can judge whether the manipulator collides with
the working object or not according to U . When U · v0, it indicates that the manipulator
has collided with the working object because v0 is the smallest potential value and is much
smaller than other potential values. Therefore, the truly optimal shape of the manipulator
should be determined by considering both \AMSI"(1E) and the total potential value (U),
which evaluates avoidance manipulability along with degree of vicinity between the manip-
ulator and the working object by judging the distance between them with potential. Here,
please notice that there is a trade-o® between avoidance manipulability (1E) and potential
value (U).
1S = ke1E + kuU: (5.3)
In (5.3), ke and ku are weight coe±cients, which are also used to keep unity between 1E and
U . In this research, we hold that ke = ku = 1. In this way, for evaluating the manipulator's
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shape, the multi-aim optimization of avoidance manipulability and potential is necessary
35). Here, we de¯ne the evaluation index considering avoidance manipulability and collision
possibility, which is called \AMSIP"(AMSI with Potential). However, once the problems of
multi-aim optimization are considered, ke and ku will be determined according to the working
environment. In future research, it will be necessary to discuss the method of how to select
weight coe±cients according to the changing, real-time environment.
Here, we will use an example to compare \AMSI" with \AMSIP". In Fig.5.2 and Fig.5.3,
the length of each link is 100[cm]. When the manipulator's end-e®ector is ¯xed in the position
(x = 85[cm], y = 215[cm]), 1E distribution about q1 and q2 is shown in Fig.5.2(a), where
q1 and q2 are joint angles of the 1-st link and 2-nd link respectively and they constitute the
redundancy space of joint angles. q3 and q4 are determined depending on the end-e®ector
position once q1 and q2 are con¯rmed. 1S distribution is shown in Fig.5.3(a). As shown in
Fig.5.1, we set three potential spaces outside the working object, the potential values are set
to v1 = ¡3000, v2 = ¡25 and v3 = ¡5, respectively. In addition, the potential value inside
the working object is set to v0 = ¡40000. As a rule, the potential value v0 is de¯ned by an
extremely negative value in order to conveniently judge whether the manipulator has collided
with the working object or not. Comparing Fig.5.2(a) with Fig.5.3(a), the obvious di®erence
can be found that the shapes of Peak¤ of 1S are lower and thiner than the shapes of Peak of
1E. Moreover, there are some 1S < 0 areas in 1S distribution. It is of particular note that the
highest position Peak1 of 1E in Fig.5.2(a) almost disappears and is replaced by Peak1¤ in
Fig.5.3(a), which indicates that collision is possible or the manipulator is very near the target
object, although position Peak1 of 1E corresponds to the highest avoidance manipulability.
However, if we utilize the potential spaces to keep the manipulator from the target object, in
other words, if we use 1S to determine the optimal shape of the manipulator, the manipulator
can be far away from the target object at little expense to avoidance manipulability (1E).
As shown in Fig.5.2(b), the manipulator collides with the target object, although the
manipulator's shape corresponding to Peak1 possesses the highest avoidance manipulability.
However, as shown in Fig.5.3(b), the manipulator's shape corresponding to Peak1¤ avoids
the collision successfully by excluding the area of 1S < 0 in the 1S distribution, although
1S is somewhat smaller than 1E (little avoidance manipulability is lost). In short, 1E can
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Fig. 5.2: 1E distribution and the manipulator's optimal shape corresponding to the maximum
1E when the end-e®ector is ¯xed at (x,y)=(85,215).
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just guarantee the requirement of the highest avoidance manipulability without considering
the possibility of collision. 1S is used to keep avoidance manipulability as high as possible
based on non-collision (using potential spaces). Through the comparison shown in Fig.5.2
and Fig.5.3, we can verify that \AMSIP" (1S) is more e®ective than \AMSI" (1E) when
simultaneously considering avoidance manipulability and the potential for collision.
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6 Con¯guration Control
6.1 Reachability and Real-Time Controller
xmx3
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x1
ÜR
m
q3
q2
q1
qnÜR
n
: Position coordinate
: Configuration coordinate
P iP j
unreachable
P k
trajectory
reachable
CP i
CP j;k
Fig. 6.1: The concepts of \unreachable" and \reachable"
The redundancy indicates that one position of the manipulator's end-e®ector corresponds
to a sub-space in joint con¯guration space (redundancy solutions). Firstly and basically,
it is necessary to explain the two important concepts, \unreachable" and \reachable". As
shown in Fig.6.1, there are three positions as P i, P j and P k in the whole trajectory. The
con¯guration space corresponding to P i, CP i is denoted by a red circle area. And the
con¯guration spaces corresponding to P j and P k are also represented by CP j and CP k ,
where CP j;k = CP j [CP k , and CP j;k is denoted by blue ellipsoid area. On the one hand,
CP i and CP j;k are completely separated twos, which means that any con¯guration in red
circle area can not be connected into any con¯guration in blue ellipsoid area by result of
some natural reasons such as manipulator's ¯xed composition or working environment, so it
is unreachable from P i to P j or from P i to P k. On the other hand, con¯guration space
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Fig. 6.2: Path/motion planning
CP j;k includes the all con¯gurations corresponding to P j and P k. In this alone con¯guration
space, any con¯guration can be changed each other, so we can think that it is reachable from
P j to P k. In this example, the relations of P i$P j and P i$P k are called by \unreachable",
the relation of P j$P k is called by \reachable".
Consider the path/motion planning problem assuming reachability, that is classic problem
as shown in Fig.6.2. Where, the trajectory in position coordinate from P 0 to P n is given, then
the possible con¯guration space denoted by a blue ellipsoid area in the ¯gure corresponding
to the whole trajectory can be calculated by global exploration. Finally, we can ¯nd the
optimal path such as the red line according to some optimization requirement.
However, our research is to use inverse kinematic knowledge in the velocity relation to solve
a classic real-time trajectory tracking problem of redundant manipulators. The trajectory
tracking problem in our research includes two main sub-problems: reachability problem (how
to ensure continuity from start con¯guration to the goal con¯guration in all time) and real-
time optimization problem (on the basis that reachability is held, how to select the optimal
solution among many solutions in each varying time). That is to say, our purpose is to design
an controller giving attention to reachability and real-time optimization. Therefore, preview
control system is presented as a con¯guration control method, which is used to make current
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Fig. 6.3: A simple example for explaining the importance of preview control.
manipulator's shape close the future optimal shape based on an real-time measurement by
referring to the future optimal shape.
This future optimal shape satis¯es two requirements. One is that the manipulator's links
should avoid the obstacle. The other is that the manipulator's shape should possess high
avoidance manipulability as much as possible based on non-collision. This future optimal
shape, corresponding to the maximum 1S, merging the high avoidance manipulability into
non-collision shape, can be found by using 1-step GA in future time (please refer to 30) about
the detail of 1-step GA). Fig.6.3 is used to explain the importance of preview control. When
the end-e®ector reaches the position B1, two kinds of the manipulator's con¯gurations de-
noted by P1 and P1¤, representing symbolically in¯nite choice of con¯gurations, both can
avoid collision. However, when the end-e®ector reaches the position B2, only the con¯gu-
ration of P2¤ in the two con¯gurations denoted by P2 and P2¤ can avoid collision. If the
manipulator's con¯guration is selected as P1 at end-e®ector point B1, the angular velocities
of joints will be high values to change its con¯guration like P2¤ near the corner B. This poses
a possibility that the manipulator crashes to corner B when the required high angular veloc-
ity is over maximum velocity of the joint. Therefore, the manipulator's con¯guration must
be prepared to the con¯guration P1¤ that is similar future con¯guration P2¤. This requires
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that the current manipulator's con¯guration should be determined in a consideration of fu-
ture possible con¯guration or several future possible con¯gurations, which is so-call preview
control. If we select only one future optimal shape in one future time, we call it as \single
preview control", if we select several future optimal shapes in several future times, we call it
as \multiple preview control".
6.2 Preview Control
6.2.1 Single Preview Control
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Fig. 6.4: Single preview control system.
Single preview control system is described in Fig.6.4. t denotes the current time, t¤ denotes
the future time and t¤ is forwarder than t by ~t (~t = t¤¡t). Here, ~t is called \preview time". In
addition, this preview control system consists of a real-time measurement block, a planning
block, a redundancy control block and a redundant manipulator. Firstly, the measurement
block can detect the desired end-e®ector position rd(t¤) on the surface of working object
(target object) in future time t¤. Next, the planning block outputs the future optimal joint
angles ~qd(t¤) found by 1-step GA corresponding to the future desired end-e®ector position
rd(t¤). This is called \imaginary manipulator". At last, once the optimal shape ~qd(t¤) is
determined, the control block outputs the desired angular velocities of each joint _qd(t) that
can make the current joint angles q(t) (actual manipulator's shape) close the future optimal
joint angles ~qd(t¤) (imaginary manipulator's shape) to satisfy requirements of high avoidance
manipulability based on non-collision. The last part of Fig.6.4 represents ri(t) = f i(q(t)),
which means natural calculation of forward kinematics of robot's i-th link through the robot's
con¯guration itself. Here, the key is how to determine _qd(t). When the desired velocity of
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the manipulator's end-e®ector _rd(t) is given, from _rd(t) = Jn(q) _q(t) we can obtain genaral
solution _q(t) as
_q(t) = J+n (q) _rd(t) + [In ¡ J+n (q)Jn(q)]v(t): (6.1)
In (6.1), v(t) is an arbitrary vector satisfying v(t) 2 Rn. In this research, trajectory tracking
and obstacle avoidance should be executed simultaneously through redundancy 13). Here,
v(t) is determined to make the current shape of actual manipulator q(t) close the future
optimal shape of imaginary manipulator ~qd(t¤), so it is designed as
v(t) =Kv[~qd(t
¤)¡ q(t)]: (6.2)
In (6.2), Kv is a positive de¯nite diagonal matrix representing gains as
Kv = diag[kv1; kv2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; kvn]: (6.3)
Then, substituting (6.2) into (6.1), we can obtain _qd(t) as
_qd(t) = J
+
n (q) _rd(t) + [In ¡ J+n (q)Jn(q)]Kv[~qd(t¤)¡ q(t)]: (6.4)
The ¯rst term of right side of (6.4) represents angular velocity vector that can achieve
_rd 2 Rm with minimum norm of _qd, on the other hand, the second term can use the redundant
degrees of n¡m to decrease ~qd(t¤)¡q(t) as much as possible without intervening in realization
of _rd. Thus (6.4) does not refer to what number of joint works for which task of _rd or ~qd(t¤)¡
q(t). According to above discussion, the optimal shape of imaginary manipulator ~qd(t¤) in
future time of t¤ is chosen by 1-step GA through real-time optimization of 1S, including
both the shape-changeability and how much the manipulator's con¯guration approaching in
the vicinity of the working object. Then, ~qd(t¤) is given to the controller represented by
(6.4), which is \preview control". This means our method does not control a speci¯c link
to avoid obstacle, instead of that, total con¯guration ~qd(t¤) is given. In our approach, the
number of the redundant degrees n ¡ m (n: manipulator's link number; m: dimension of
working space) equals to the degree of the searching space found by 1-step GA. When rd(t¤)
is known, n ¡ m angles can be decided after the on-line optimization of the 1-step GA in
the redundant space of Rn¡m, then the remaining joint m angles can be decided uniquely by
inverse kinematics. In this way, since n angles have been decided, that is manipulator's shape
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~qd(t¤) has been decided to realize rd(t¤). So, in our strategy, there is no concept to select
which link should be avoided, in spite of that the whole con¯guration ~qd(t¤) represents the
shape with best avoidance changeability and best avoidance position against working object
through 1S, which is composed of 1E (avoidance changeability) and U (avoidance position
against working object).
6.2.2 Multiple Preview Control
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Fig. 6.5: Multiple preview control system
Multiple preview control system depicted in Fig.6.5 consists of a real-time measurement
block, a path planning block, a redundancy control block and a redundant manipulator. On
the assumption that current time is represented by t, and the future times are de¯ned as
t¤i = t+ i~t where ~t denotes preview time and i = 1; 2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; p, p denotes the number of future
times. Firstly, the measurement block can detect desirable end-e®ector positions rd(t¤i ) on
the surface of the target object at future times t¤i . Then, the potential spaces detected by
camera are created around the target object at the planning block automatically. Next, the
planning block outputs desired joint angles ~qd(t¤i ) corresponding to future time t
¤
i satisfying
non-collision found by 1-step GA. Here, we make an assumption that ~qd(t¤i ) are \imaginary
manipulators" and p also denotes the number of imaginary manipulators. At last, when
desired velocity _rd(t) is given, the control block outputs desired joint angular velocity _qd(t)
as
_qd(t) = J
+(q) _rd(t) + (In ¡ J+(q)J(q))v(t) (6.5)
In (6.5), v(t) is an arbitrary vector, which is used for making current joint angle q(t) of actual
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manipulator close to future joint angles of imaginary manipulators ~qd(t¤i ) without collision,
so its de¯nitions are very key and varied.
In the case of multiple preview control system, we use several optimal con¯gurations of
imaginary manipulators at future times ti¤ = t + i~t (i = 1; 2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; p, p is ¯nite and p ¸ 2)
to control the current joint angle q(t) of actual manipulator to make q(t) not only close the
future optimal con¯gurations without collision but also keep high reachability. For example,
when p = 3, it means that we adopt three future optimal con¯gurations at three di®erent
future times t+ ~t, t+ 2~t and t+ 3~t to control current con¯guration. Therefore, variable v(t)
in multi-preview control system is de¯ned as
v(t) =Kv[
pX
i=1
ki~qd(ti
¤)¡ q(t)] (6.6)
In (6.6),
Pp
i=1 ki~qd(ti
¤) indicates the synthetic evaluation of p future optimal con¯gurations,
ki are weight coe±cients satisfying 0 < ki < 1 and
Pp
i=1 ki = 1. We can select arbitrary
value of preview time ~t and number of preview control p and weight coe±cient ki accord-
ing to di®erent conditions. By comparing multiple preview with single preview, multiple
preview improves the limitation of single preview by more information of future dynamic
environments, which is possible to realize reachability.
6.2.3 The E®ectiveness of Multiple Preview Control
Fig.6.6 describes the e®ectiveness of multiple preview control, where the times de¯ned by t0,
t1, t2, t3 and t4 respectively. And \²" indicates several local optimal con¯gurations at each
future time whose evaluation values 1S given by (5.3) are plus and are denoted here by S1a,
S1b, S1c (S1a < S1b < S1c) at t = t1, and S2a, S2b, S2c (S2a < S2b < S2c) at t = t2, and S3a,
S3b, S3c (S3a < S3b < S3c) at t = t3 and S4b, S4c (S4b < S4c) at t = t4. The value S evaluates
superiority of the con¯guration and safety concerning collision with the working object, and
S < 0 means collision. The manipulator stays at initial con¯guration when time t = t0. If
we do not use preview control method, we almost can not know the future information, so
control of the current manipulator's con¯guration will be blind without any reference. If we
use single preview depending on only one future optimal con¯guration at one future time,
then the con¯guration will be controlled to S1c at time t = t1, to S2c at time t = t2 and to
S3c at time t = t3. Shall we provide that the value of S4a has negative value represented by
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Fig. 6.6: Why the multiple preview control is e®ective against the unknown-shape object
\±" meaning future possible con¯guration from S3c can not avoid collision with surroundings
or target object. The con¯guration of redundant manipulator corresponding to S3c at time
t = t3 is trapped in hardship because the future information at only one future time is very
local. The real-time motion will have to be stopped at time t = t3 for safety. However, if
we expand the future information by selecting three future optimal con¯gurations at three
future times, which is multi-preview. In this example, referring to (6.6), p = 3. At the
current time t = t0, the current con¯guration is S0. The con¯guration will be controlled to
S1c at time t = t1 by the future optimal reachable sequences S1c!S2c!S3c estimated from
Sij(i = 1; 2; 3; j = a; b; c), where the other possible sequences S1a!S2a!S3a, S1b!S2b!S3b
and S1c!S2b!S3b are inferior selection, which are composed of three future con¯gurations
because p = 3 in (6.6). Then, from S1c, the possible future sequences are restricted to
S2b!S3b!S4c and S2c!S3c!S4a. The multi-preview controller can judge and exclude the
unreachable sequence S2c!S3c!S4a because it includes the collision con¯guration S4a, then
the con¯guration will be controlled to S2b at time t = t2 according to the future optimal
reachable sequences S2b!S3b!S4c. Obviously, this multi-preview controller with p = 3 can
detect the future collision con¯guration S4a at the current time t = t1 and avoid it forward by
selecting S2b rather than S2c at time t = t2, although S2b < S2c. By repeating such evaluation
of future con¯guration sequences and possible route changing, multi-preview control system
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Table 6.1: 1S of Peaki¤ in global trajectory
t[s] Peak1¤ Peak2¤ Peak3¤ Peak4¤
0 20140.69 14443.42 10762.14 14661.14
5 19650.81 14997.29 11305.17 14363.01
10 18684.81 14711.02 11350.10 13794.14
15 13067.19 12637.86 10914.79 < 0
20 13441.03 10656.65 11113.94 < 0
25 14803.23 11752.52 11539.66 < 0
30 13614.74 8505.96 7821.52 < 0
35 15327.24 11976.49 9622.34 < 0
40 16399.25 12404.49 13386.48 < 0
50 14656.65 11800.18 14204.03 < 0
will possibly avoid dangerous sequences connecting to clashing in the future and can widen
out the reachable possibility from current con¯guration to goal con¯guration. In subsection
6.3, we will compare and analyze their di®erence by simulations.
6.3 Simulations
q1[deg]
q2[deg]
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 50 t[s]Peak1*
Peak2*
Peak3*Peak4*
Fig. 6.7: 3-D AMSIP 1S distribution in whole tracking process
As shown in Fig.5.1, the trajectory consists of ¯ve parts, A ¡ B, B ¡ C, C ¡D, D ¡ E
and E ¡ F respectively. The coordinate of A is ¯xed at position of (10cm; 140cm), the each
length of trajectory is de¯ned as lA¡B = lB¡C = lC¡D = lD¡E = lE¡F = 75[cm] and the
length of each link is de¯ned as l1 = l2 = l3 = l4 = 100[cm]. The whole simulation time
is set to 50[s]. We can detect the 3-D AMSIP 1S distributions at ten di®erent given times
in whole tracking process shown in Fig.6.7. From Fig.6.7, we can clearly ¯nd that there
are four peaks of 1S when t = 0[s], t = 5[s] and t = 10[s] denoted by peak1¤, peak2¤,
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Fig. 6.8: Actual manipulator's con¯gurations in whole tracking process based on path plan-
ning
peak3¤ and peak4¤ respectively. However, peak4¤ disappears from t = 15[s] to end, which
indicates the safe con¯guration around peak4¤ will become dangerous con¯guration after
15[s] when manipulator's end-e®ector tracks the trajectory indicated by peak4¤. In addition,
according to Table 6.1 generalizing the peak values of 1S, we can think that always keeping
1S around peak1¤ in whole tracking process is desired selection, which can satisfy requirement
of reachability meanwhile can keep higher avoidance ability because peak1¤ is always exist
and 1S around peak1¤ is larger than 1S of other peaks such as peak2¤, peak3¤ and peak4¤ in
whole tracking process.
6.3.1 By Path Planning
Simulation result in the condition of path planning is shown in Fig.6.8, 1S of actual manip-
ulator are in the highest peaks in the whole process, which indicates 1S are maximum and
their corresponding con¯gurations are also optimal. But this path planning is just suitable
for o®-line control.
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Fig. 6.9: Actual manipulator's con¯gurations in whole tracking process based on single pre-
view control
6.3.2 By Single Preview Control
We use single preview control to do some simulations and the single preview time ~t is set to
10[s]. 1S of actual manipulator at ten di®erent given times in whole tracking process denoted
by red points and con¯gurations corresponding to the highest peak of 1S at these ten times
are shown in Fig.6.9, where the red line connecting these red points denotes the trajectory
change of 1S of actual manipulator in whole tracking process. From Fig.6.9, we can ¯nd that
actual manipulator almost can achieve real-time trajectory tracking except for the collision
with working object when t = 30[s] because the future information is very local. Collision
position is described as \a" and corresponding 1S is negative described as \b" in Fig.6.9.
6.3.3 By Multiple Preview Control
Here, we adopt three-preview control to do the same simulations, three future times are de-
¯ned by t1¤ = t+~t, t2¤ = t+2~t and t3¤ = t+3~t respectively (here, ~t = 5[s]). Then, we de¯ne
k1 = 0:3, k2 = 0:65 and k3 = 0:05 (notice that weight coe±cients ki has been presented in
(6.6)). In this way, we use these three future optimal con¯gurations of imaginary manipula-
tors, that is 0:3~qd(t¤1) + 0:65~qd(t¤2) + 0:05~qd(t¤3) from (6.6), to control current con¯guration
of actual manipulator. The simulation result is shown in Fig.6.10. From Fig.6.10, we can
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¯nd that collision occurred at 30[s] in the case of single preview control has been avoided by
three-points preview control and actual manipulator can achieve real-time trajectory tracking
without collision meanwhile keeping higher avoidance manipulability.
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Fig. 6.10: Actual manipulator's con¯gurations in whole tracking process based on multiple
preview control
6.3.4 Simulation of Real Machine
For further verifying our proposed methods, here we use the real machine named \PA10" to
realize trajectory tracking and obstacle avoidance. \PA10" is a 7-link redundant manipulator
and its end-e®ector can execute the task in 3-dimensional space. The photo of \PA10" is
shown in Fig.6.11. Its coordinate system is shown in Fig.6.12. Where, the ¯rst, third, ¯fth
and seventh joints are revolute ones with self-rotation, the second, fourth and sixth joints
are revolute ones with up-and-down or back-and-forth rotation as looking from the di®erent
directions, the length of links is also shown. The desired trajectory is shown in Fig.6.13,
which is described by mathematical equations as8<:
rdx = ¡0:8[m]
rdy = ¡0:5 + 0:05t[m]
rdz = 0:6[m]
; 0 · t · 20 (6.7)
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and 8<:
rdx = ¡0:8 + 0:05(t¡ 20:0)[m]
rdy = 0:5[m]
rdz = 0:6[m]
; t > 20: (6.8)
The velocity of manipulator's end-e®ector is 0:05[m=s] and the whole tracking time is
36[s]. As the time is varying, the changing process of the singular values of avoidance matrices
corresponding from the 3-rd link to 7-th link are shown from Fig.6.14 to Fig.6.18. The 1-st
and 2-nd links are ¯xed in root of \PA10", so their singular values are not existing. Avoidance
manipulability ellipsoids of \PA10" at 0[s], 4[s], 8[s], 12[s], 16[s], 20[s], 24[s], 28[s], 32[s] and
36[s] are shown from Fig.6.19 to Fig.6.28 respectively.
From Fig.6.14 to Fig.6.16 where there are some peaks appear from 15[s] to 21[s]. The
reason is that \PA10" is near the corner position after from 15[s], for passing this corner
position without collision, \PA10" is required to change its shape quickly, resulting in the
changing of singular values. Moreover, the singular values corresponding from the 3-rd link
to 5-th link are increasing as the time is varying.
In addition, according to Fig.6.17 and Fig.6.18 where the singular values corresponding
to the 6-th and 7-th links are very small. On the one hand, the manipulator's end-e®ector
can be thought as being given the ¯xed task when it is tracking the desired trajectory, so
theoretically the 7-th link does not possess the avoidance manipulability. On the other hand,
the 6-th link is very near the end-e®ector, that is the length of the 7-th link is almost zero,
so we can approximately think that the 6-th link of \PA10" does not possess the avoidance
manipulability because its singular values are not existing.
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Fig. 6.12: The coordinate system of PA10
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Fig. 6.13: The desired trajectory
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Fig. 6.17: The singular values of the 6-th link
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Fig. 6.18: The singular values of the 7-th link
t = 0[s]
Fig. 6.19: Avoidance manipulability ellipsoids at 0[s]
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t = 4[s]
Fig. 6.20: Avoidance manipulability ellipsoids at 4[s]
t = 8[s]
Fig. 6.21: Avoidance manipulability ellipsoids at 8[s]
t = 12[s]
Fig. 6.22: Avoidance manipulability ellipsoids at 12[s]
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t = 16[s]
Fig. 6.23: Avoidance manipulability ellipsoids at 16[s]
t = 20[s]
Fig. 6.24: Avoidance manipulability ellipsoids at 20[s]
t = 24[s]
Fig. 6.25: Avoidance manipulability ellipsoids at 24[s]
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t = 28[s]
Fig. 6.26: Avoidance manipulability ellipsoids at 28[s]
t = 32[s]
Fig. 6.27: Avoidance manipulability ellipsoids at 32[s]
t = 36[s]
Fig. 6.28: Avoidance manipulability ellipsoids at 36[s]
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7 Analysis of Avoidance Space
7.1 Importance and Signi¯cance
In above chapters, we explained the concept of avoidance manipulability ellipsoid and pre-
sented \AMSIP" to evaluate manipulator's shape (the largest 1S corresponds to the optimal
shape in the consideration of high avoidance manipulability and non-collision), ¯nally we re-
alized the simulations of a real-time control system by combining preview control (real-time
con¯guration controller) with 1-step GA (real-time con¯guration optimization).
As for the concept of avoidance manipulability, we have known that avoidance manip-
ulability of the manipulator was evaluated based on the avoidance ability in each possible
dimension of intermediate links in the residue redundant space, we also have known that
rank(1M i) denotes the shape-changeable space dimension of the i-th link and the singular
values of 1M i means the radius length of main axes of avoidance manipulability ellipsoids,
that is to indicate the shape-changeability of the i-th link. However, whether we can use
the remaining redundancy to achieve desired avoidance task depends on purely whether the
avoidance task lies in the range space of 1M i. In other words, only if the all shape-changeable
spaces of every intermediate links are sustained can the manipulator acquire possibilities to
achieve desired avoidance task. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze what assumption guar-
antees mathematically the sustainability of the shape-changeable space of the i-th link, that
is rank(1M i). Maintaining rank(1M i) of intermediate links to be as high as possible is
the essential requirement for con¯guration control to optimize manipulator's shape with high
avoidance manipulability. And it is the ¯rst step to design a real-time control system of a
redundant manipulator with high shape-changeability based on avoidance manipulability. In
this chapter, we will propose two assumptions named as \Part-Non-Singular Con¯guration
Assumption" and \All-Non-Singular Con¯guration Assumption", both can guarantee that
rank(1M i) could be maintained without reduction by dropping into singular con¯guration,
through analyses and proofs by decomposing 1M i into singular components. Here, we want
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to stress previous researches have not paid attention to how to guarantee rank(1M i) to assure
the required avoidance task to be realizable. Even that these two Non-Singular Con¯gura-
tion Assumptions have not been integrated into our current con¯guration control system,
but they have an ability for presenting yardstick to maintain the sustainability of avoidance
space expansion.
7.2 Mathematical Descriptions
7.2.1 De¯nitions
A m£ n matrix J can be decomposed by
J = U§V T (7.1)
and J+, the pseudo-inverse of J , can be decomposed by
J+ = V §+UT : (7.2)
In (7.1) and (7.2), U is a m£m orthogonal matrix satisfying UUT = UTU = Im, V is a
n£n orthogonal matrix satisfying V V T = V TV = In, § is a m£n matrix, which includes
a diagonal matrix composing of the non-zero singular values of J and the rest parts are all
zero elements. §+ is a n£m matrix. § and §+ are denoted by
§ =
0BBBBBBBB@
r n¡ r
¾1 0
r
. . . 0
0 ¾r
m¡ r 0 0
1CCCCCCCCA
(7.3)
and
§+ =
0BBBBBBBB@
r m¡ r
¾¡11 0
r
. . . 0
0 ¾¡1r
n¡ r 0 0
1CCCCCCCCA
: (7.4)
In (7.3) and (7.4), r denotes the number of the non-zero singular values of J and ¾1 ¸ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¸
¾r > 0. In addition, rank(J) · m because r · m. In the following, we will discuss the
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condition that rank(J) = m (r = m). In this way, § and §+ can be denoted by
§ =
0BBBB@
m n¡m
¾1 0
m
. . . 0
0 ¾m
1CCCCA (7.5)
and
§+ =
0BBBBBBBB@
m
¾¡11 0
m
. . .
0 ¾¡1m
n¡m 0
1CCCCCCCCA
: (7.6)
In (7.5) and (7.6), ¾1 ¸ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¸ ¾m > 0.
Generally, V can be de¯ned with the column vectors v^i (i = 1; 2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; n) by
V = (v^1 v^2 ¢ ¢ ¢ v^n): (7.7)
In (7.7), these column vectors v^j (j = 1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ;m) are obtained by
JTJv^j = v^j¾2j (7.8)
and V can be rede¯ned with the row vectors ·vi (i = 1; 2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; n) by
V =
0BBB@
·v1
·v2
...
·vn
1CCCA : (7.9)
In addition, when rank(J) = m, we know that J can be also decomposed by
J = Um§mV Tm (7.10)
and J+ can be decomposed by
J+ = V m§+mU
T
m: (7.11)
In (7.10) and (7.11), Um is a m£m matrix satisfying UmUTm = UTmUm = Im, V Tm is a m£n
matrix satisfying V TmV m = Im, §m is a m£m matrix, which is a diagonal matrix including
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m non-zero singular values of J . §+m is also a m£m diagonal matrix. So, §m and §+m are
denoted by
§m =
0BBBB@
m
¾1 0
m
. . .
0 ¾m
1CCCCA (7.12)
and
§+m =
0BBBB@
m
¾¡11 0
m
. . .
0 ¾¡1m
1CCCCA: (7.13)
According to above discussion, we can clearly obtain the relations of U and Um, V and V m,
§ and §m, §+ and §+m as
U = Um; (7.14)
V =
¡
V m V n¡m
¢
; (7.15)
§ =
¡
§m 0
¢
; (7.16)
§+ =
µ
§+m
0
¶
: (7.17)
In (7.15), V m is de¯ned using the ¯rst m column vectors v^j (j = 1; 2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ;m) in (7.7) as
V m =
µ m
n v^1 ¢ ¢ ¢ v^m
¶
; (7.18)
V m is rede¯ned referring to the row vectors ·vi (i = 1; 2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; n) in (7.9) as
V m =
0BBBB@
m
·v1;m
n
...
·vn;m
1CCCCA: (7.19)
V n¡m is the rest block part of V except V m. So, V n¡m can be denoted using the column
vectors v^j (j = m+ 1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; n) in (7.7) as
V n¡m = (v^m+1 ¢ ¢ ¢ v^n); (7.20)
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V n¡m can be redenoted referring to the row vectors ·vi (i = 1; 2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; n) in (7.9) as
V n¡m =
0B@ ·v1;(n¡m)...
·vn;(n¡m)
1CA : (7.21)
We can divide V n¡m as
V n¡m =
0B@
n¡m
i V i;(n¡m)
n¡ i V (n¡i);(n¡m)
1CA: (7.22)
In (7.22), V i;(n¡m) is
V i;(n¡m) =
0BBBB@
n¡m
·v1;(n¡m)
i
...
·vi;(n¡m)
1CCCCA (7.23)
and V (n¡i);(n¡m) is
V (n¡i);(n¡m) =
0BBBB@
n¡m
·v(i+1);(n¡m)
n¡ i ...
·vn;(n¡m)
1CCCCA: (7.24)
Then, if we divide V m into two block matrices (V (n¡m);m and V m;m) and divide V n¡m
into two block matrices (V (n¡m);(n¡m) and V m;(n¡m)). Therefore, V can be redenoted by
V = (V m V n¡m)
=
0B@
m n¡m
n¡m V (n¡m);m V (n¡m);(n¡m)
m V m;m V m;(n¡m)
1CA
=
0B@
m n¡m
n¡m A C
m B D
1CA: (7.25)
7.2.2 Avoidance Matrix
Here, we have de¯ned the ¯rst avoidance matrix 1M i (i = 1; 2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; n ¡ 1) as (3.6). Here,
1M i is rede¯ned as
1M i = J iLn; (7.26)
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where,
Ln = In ¡ J+nJn: (7.27)
7.2.3 Decomposition of Null Space of end-e®ector Jacobian
Discussion of J in 7.2.1 can be adopted to Jn in (3.1) since Jn is m £ n matrix. Because
rank(Jn) = m, then, according to (7.1) and (7.2) and referring to (7.25), Ln can be decom-
posed by
Ln = In ¡ J+nJn
= In ¡ V §+UTU§V T
= In ¡ V
0B@
m n¡m
m Im 0
n¡m 0 0
1CA V T
= V V T ¡ V
0B@
m n¡m
m Im 0
n¡m 0 0
1CA V T
= V
0B@
m n¡m
m 0 0
n¡m 0 In¡m
1CA V T
=
µ m n¡m
n V m V n¡m
¶ 0B@
m n¡m
m 0 0
n¡m 0 In¡m
1CA V T
=
µm n¡m
n 0 V n¡m
¶ 0B@
n
m V Tm
n¡m V Tn¡m
1CA
=
µ n¡m
n V n¡m
¶ µ n
n¡m V Tn¡m
¶
: (7.28)
In (7.28), because rank(V n¡m) = rank(V Tn¡m) = n¡m, we can obtain
rank(Ln) = n¡m: (7.29)
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7.3 Description of Avoidance Space
Proposition a:
rank(1Mn) = 0, since 1Mn = 0.
Proposition b:
When m < n and 1 · i · n¡ 1, then
1M i = ~J iV i;(n¡m)V Tn¡m; (7.30)
so that
rank( ~J i) + rank(V i;(n¡m))¡ i · rank(1M i) ·
minfrank( ~J i); rank(V i;(n¡m)); n¡mg: (7.31)
Proposition c:
If rank(J i) = minfi;mg, then
minfi;mg+ rank(V i;(n¡m))¡ i · rank(1M i) ·
minfminfi;mg; rank(V i;(n¡m)); n¡mg: (7.32)
Lemma a:
Firstly, we give the de¯nition of matrix Ja!bi (1 · i · n and 1 · a · b · n). From
(2.20), we know that J i is a m£ n matrix composed of column vectors ~jij (1 · j · i) and 0
as
J i = [~ji1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; ~jii; 0]; (7.33)
then, Ja!bi is a m£(b¡a+1) matrix, which only includes the a-th to the b-th column vectors
of J i as
Ja!bi = [~jia; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; ~jib]: (7.34)
In this way, Jn¡m+1!nn is de¯ned as a block matrix comprising the last m column vectors
sequentially chosen from Jn. When m < n and assuming rank(Jn¡m+1!nn ) = m,
rank(V i;(n¡m)) = minfi; n¡mg; (1 · i · n): (7.35)
Lemma b:
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Assuming rank(Jn¡m+1!nn ) = m and rank(J i) = minfi;mg, then
minfi;mg+minfi; n¡mg ¡ i · rank(1M i) · minfi;m; n¡mg: (7.36)
Theorem a:
Given \Part-Non-Singular Con¯guration Assumption" as½
(a): rank(Jnn¡m+1!n) = m
(b): rank(J i) = minfi;mg ;
(for arbitrary i satisfying 1 · i · n¡ 1;m < n): (7.37)
Then, if n ¸ 2m,
rank(1M i) =
8<:
i (1 · i < m)
m (m · i · n¡m)
n¡ i»m (n¡m < i · n¡ 1)
: (7.38)
If m < n < 2m,
rank(1M i) =
8<:
i (1 · i < n¡m)
n¡m (n¡m · i · m)
n¡ i»n¡m (m < i · n¡ 1)
: (7.39)
Corollary a:
Given \All-Non-Singular Con¯guration Assumption" as
rank(J iº!º+m¡1) = minfi;mg;
(for all i satisfying 1 · i · n;m < n; º = maxfi¡m+ 1; 1g): (7.40)
In (7.40), J iº!º+m¡1 indicates the matrices including the m column vectors sequentially
chosen from J i. Then, the results (7.38) and (7.39) are guaranteed.
Both the \Part-Non-Singular Con¯guration Assumption" and \All-Non-Singular Con¯g-
uration Assumption" can guarantee (7.38) and (7.39) from mathematical viewpoint. Here,
we use a simple example shown in Fig.7.1 (m = 2; n = 4 and all links are unit in length) to
understand their di®erence about structure of manipulator.
Firstly, shall we consider \Part-Non-Singular Con¯guration Assumption". Here, we de¯ne
that S1 = sin(q1), C1 = cos(q1), S12 = sin(q1 + q2), C12 = cos(q1 + q2) and so on.
Firstly, we can calculate
J4 =
· ¡S1 ¡ S12 ¡ S123 ¡ S1234 ¡S12 ¡ S123 ¡ S1234 ¡S123 ¡ S1234 ¡S1234
C1 + C12 + C123 + C1234 C12 + C123 + C1234 C123 + C1234 C1234
¸
:(7.41)
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X[m]
Y[m]
Üw
q1
q2
q3
q4
l1
l2
l3
l4
Fig. 7.1: 4-link manipulator in 2-dimensional space
From \(a)" in (7.37), we can obtain
rank(J43!4) = 2; (7.42)
where
J4
3!4 =
· ¡S123 ¡ S1234 ¡S1234
C123 + C1234 C1234
¸
: (7.43)
If and only if q4 6= 0, rank(J43!4) = 2.
From \(b)" in (7.37), when i = 1, we can obtain
rank(J1) = 1; (7.44)
where
J1 =
· ¡sin(q1) 0 0 0
cos(q1) 0 0 0
¸
: (7.45)
Whatever q1 is, always rank(J1) = 1.
When i = 2, we can obtain
rank(J2) = 2; (7.46)
where
J2 =
· ¡S1 ¡ S12 ¡S12 0 0
C1 + C12 C12 0 0
¸
: (7.47)
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If and only if q2 6= 0, rank(J2) = 2.
When i = 3, we can obtain
rank(J3) = 2; (7.48)
where
J3 =
· ¡S1 ¡ S12 ¡ S123 ¡S12 ¡ S123 ¡S123 0
C1 + C12 + C123 C12 + C123 C123 0
¸
: (7.49)
Only if q2 6= 0, whatever q3 is, rank(J3) = 2.
We can understand the meaning of \Part-Non-Singular Con¯guration Assumption" about
structure of manipulator, q2 6= 0 \ q4 6= 0, it is not so important whether q3 6= 0 or not.
Secondly, shall we consider \All-Non-Singular Con¯guration Assumption".
When i = 1, then º = maxf1¡ 2 + 1; 1g = 1, then assumption in (7.40) will be
rank(J11!1+2¡1) = minf1; 2g; (7.50)
that is
rank(J11!2) = 1: (7.51)
We know that J1 is 2£ 4 matrix as
J1 =
· ¡S1 0 0 0
C1 0 0 0
¸
(7.52)
and J11!2 is 2£ 2 matrix including the ¯rst and second column vectors of J1 as
J1
1!2 =
· ¡S1 0
C1 0
¸
: (7.53)
Whatever q1 is, always rank(J11!2) = 1.
When i = 2, then º = maxf2¡ 2 + 1; 1g = 1, then assumption in (7.40) will be
rank(J21!1+2¡1) = minf2; 2g; (7.54)
that is
rank(J21!2) = 2: (7.55)
We know that J2 is 2£ 4 matrix as
J2 =
· ¡S1 ¡ S12 ¡S12 0 0
C1 + C12 C12 0 0
¸
(7.56)
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and J21!2 is 2£ 2 matrix including the ¯rst and second column vectors of J2 as
J2
1!2 =
· ¡S1 ¡ S12 ¡S12
C1 + C12 C12
¸
: (7.57)
If and only if q2 6= 0, rank(J21!2) = 2.
When i = 3, then º = maxf3¡ 2 + 1; 1g = 2, then assumption in (7.40) will be
rank(J32!2+2¡1) = minf3; 2g; (7.58)
that is
rank(J32!3) = 2: (7.59)
We know that J3 is 2£ 4 matrix as
J3 =
· ¡S1 ¡ S12 ¡ S123 ¡S12 ¡ S123 ¡S123 0
C1 + C12 + C123 C12 + C123 C123 0
¸
(7.60)
and J32!3 is 2£ 2 matrix including the second and third column vectors of J3 as
J3
2!3 =
· ¡S12 ¡ S123 ¡S123
C12 + C123 C123
¸
: (7.61)
If and only if q3 6= 0, rank(J32!3) = 2.
When i = 4, then º = maxf4¡ 2 + 1; 1g = 3, then assumption in (7.40) will be
rank(J43!3+2¡1) = minf4; 2g; (7.62)
that is
rank(J43!4) = 2: (7.63)
We know that J4 is 2£ 4 matrix as shown in (7.41) and J43!4 is 2£ 2 matrix including the
third and fourth column vectors of J4 as
J4
3!4 =
· ¡S123 ¡ S1234 ¡S1234
C123 + C1234 C1234
¸
: (7.64)
If and only if q4 6= 0, rank(J43!4) = 2.
We can understand the meaning of \All-Non-Singular Con¯guration Assumption" about
structure of manipulator, q2 6= 0 \ q3 6= 0 \ q4 6= 0, that is \Non-Singular" in each joint.
Therefore, we can obtain the conclusion according to above discussion. On the one hand,
the former is lower than the latter in the consideration of restriction degree of assumptions
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_rnd;
ã _rid ã= 1; 2;ÅÅÅ; å are given(                          )
ã= 1
Calculation of Åã _rid
Calculation of ãM i
Åã _rid =
ãM i
ãM
+
i Å
ã _rid
ã= å
All avoidance tasks are possible
Yes
Yes
?
?ã= ã+ 1
No
No
Tasks                             are possible,
but      is impossible.
1; 2;ÅÅÅ; ãÄ 1
ã
Fig. 7.2: Flow chart of judgment of avoidance possibility
themselves. On the other hand, the former is wider than the latter in the consideration of
their availability.
The detailed proof is shown in \Appendix" including proofs of \Propositions a, b, c",
\Lemmas a, b" and \Theorem a".
7.4 Avoidance Motion
7.4.1 Judgment of Avoidance Possibility
As discussed in chapter 3, under the condition that the avoidance manipulability ellipsoid of
the i-th link is 1CPi expressed in (3.10) with rank(1M i) = m, ¢1 _rid can be realized in m-
dimensional space. Under the condition that the avoidance manipulability ellipsoid of the i-th
link is 1PPi expressed in (3.11) with rank(1M i) = p, ¢1 _r¤id can be realized in p-dimensional
space.
Here, we show judgment sequence by a °ow chart shown in Fig.7.2 when ¯ avoidance
tasks are demanded. i denotes the number of link, ®(® = 1; 2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; ¯) denotes the priority
order of avoidance tasks, ® _rid means the demanded avoidance velocity for the i-th link as
the ®-th avoidance task. According to Fig.7.2, whether ® _rid and end-e®ector velocity _rnd are
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both realized or not can be judged through ¢® _rid recurrently.
7.4.2 Judgment of Stoppage Possibility
Corollary b:
For intermediate links, the simplest avoidance behavior is to stop their movement. As-
summing the ¯rst demanded avoidance velocity 1 _rid in (3.5) is given as 1 _rid = 0, that is
¢1 _rid = ¡J iJ+n _rnd. Then for 8 _rnd 2 Rm, admits 1l 2 Rn such that ¢1 _rid = 1M i1l if and
only if
J iJ
+
n =
1M i
1M+i J iJ
+
n : (7.65)
If we consider the case of n ¡m < i · n, the number of remaining links, i.e., from the
(n ¡ m + 1)-th link to n-th link, is m ¡ 1 and the dimensional number being realized by
remaining links is less than m. Then, the realizable DoF of the remaining links becomes
insu±cient to keep the manipulator's end-e®ector desired trajectory _rnd in m-dimensional
space. So, discussing the stopping possibility of links within n¡m < i · n is out of the extent
of prerequisite condition of arbitrarily given end-e®ector trajectory rnd and _rnd. Hence, here
we think that the intermediate links satisfying 1 · i · n¡m are possible to be stopped.
Corollary c:
As for redundant manipulator satisfying that m < n, assuming \Part-Non-Singular Con-
¯guration Assumption" or \All-Non-Singular Con¯guration Assumption" for all i satisfying
1 · i · n ¡m. Then the intermediate links satisfying 1 · i · n ¡m can be stopped as the
simplest avoidance behavior while the manipulator's end-e®ector tracks the desired trajectory.
7.5 Examples
7.5.1 Comparison of Manipulability and Avoidance Manipulability
Taking a 4-link redundant manipulator (n = 4) in 2-dimensional space (m = mp = 2) for
example shown in Fig.7.1, whose kinematics can be de¯ned by Um of (2.19) after deleting the
third row vector, thus Um becomes 2£6 matrix as
µ
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
¶
. The de¯nition
of the kinematics of the manipulators used in this subsection follows the example shown in
page 250 of 36) written by Yoshikawa. The origin of the working coordinate system §w is
¯xed at the root of the ¯rst link. The joint angles, qi (i = 1; 2; 3; 4 and unit is [rad]), are
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XY
Üw
Fig. 7.3: Manipulability ellipsoids
X
Y
Üw
1PP1
1PP3
1CP2
Fig. 7.4: Avoidance manipulability ellipsoids
denoted along each rotational axis as counterclockwise direction is positive. All links are 0:25
in length (unit is [m]).
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XY
Üw 0.3 0.6 0.9
Fig. 7.5: Manipulability ellipsoid of the second link
X
Y
Üw 0.3 0.6 0.9
Fig. 7.6: Avoidance manipulability ellipsoid of the second link
When the manipulator's end-e®ector position is ¯xed at r4d = (0:6; 0:3), the joint angles
are con¯rmed as q1 = 1:396, q2 = ¡0:524, q3 = ¡0:631 and q4 = ¡1:153 respectively. In this
given con¯guration, the manipulability ellipsoids and the avoidance manipulability ellipsoids
are shown in Fig.7.3 and Fig.7.4 respectively. From Fig.7.3, we can ¯nd that the size of
manipulability ellipsoids become bigger and bigger as the link order increases. However,
from Fig.7.4, the avoidance manipulability ellipsoids corresponding to the ¯rst and the third
links (1PP1 and 1PP3) are denoted by two lines, which can be thought as segment of ellipsoid.
The avoidance manipulability ellipsoid corresponding to the second link (1CP2) is complete
ellipsoid in 2-dimensional space. By comparing Fig.7.3 with Fig.7.4, we can ¯nd that the
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00.02
0.04
0.06
0.08
0.1
X [m]0.20 10.4 0.6 0.8
Manipulability measure
Avoidance manipulability measure
Fig. 7.7: Manipulability measure/avoidance manipulability measure
size of the avoidance manipulability ellipsoids does not spread according to the increment
of the link order, which completely di®ers from the manipulability ellipsoids. Moreover,
the size of each avoidance manipulability ellipsoid is smaller than the corresponding size of
manipulability ellipsoid because the singular values of 1M i are smaller than the ones of J i.
If the manipulator's end-e®ector position r4d is designated at three di®erent positions
on the x-axis, as (0:3; 0:0), (0:6; 0:0), (0:9; 0:0). The ¯rst con¯guration of manipulator is
that q1 = 1:745, q2 = ¡1:047, q3 = ¡1:393 and q4 = ¡1:037. Fig.7.5 and Fig.7.6 show
the manipulability ellipsoids and the avoidance manipulability ellipsoids of the second link
when the manipulator's end-e®ector is ¯xed at these three di®erent positions respectively. By
comparing Fig.7.5 with Fig.7.6, we can see that the size of manipulability ellipsoid does not
change so much, adversely, the size of avoidance manipulability ellipsoid changes remarkably.
If we evaluate the manipulability measure and the avoidance manipulability measure by
the sum of their ellipsoid areas. Fig.7.7 shows the change of manipulability measure and
avoidance manipulability measure of the second link as the manipulator's end-e®ector position
changes from (0:0; 0:0) to (1:0; 0:0) in x-axis, here please notice that manipulability measure
36) and avoidance manipulability measure 28) are evaluated by the area of manipulability
ellipsoid and avoidance manipulability ellipsoid. From Fig.7.7, we ¯nd that the second link
can keep the high manipulability measure in the whole moving extent. However, the avoidance
manipulability measure of the second link decreases quickly as the manipulator's end-e®ector
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Fig. 7.8: First avoidance manipulability ellipsoids
position is far away the root of the ¯rst link, which indicates that it is better to make the
manipulator's end-e®ector do something such as trajectory tracking or obstacle avoidance
near the root of the ¯rst link for keep higher avoidance manipulability measure.
7.5.2 Comparison of Consecutive Avoidance Manipulability
Here, we use an 7-link manipulator in 2-dimensional space as an example to analyze the
avoidance manipulability ellipsoid when the manipulator deals with plural avoidance tasks.
The manipulator's con¯guration is that q1 = 0:698, q2 = 1:396, q3 = ¡1:920, q4 = 2:094,
q5 = ¡1:920, q6 = 1:745 and q7 = ¡1:745. All links are 0:2 in length. In this con¯guration,
Fig.7.8 shows the ¯rst avoidance manipulability ellipsoids as 1Pi (i = 1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; 6). When the
arbitrary ¯rst avoidance task (the ¯rst demanded avoidance velocity 1 _r3d) is given to the
third link, there exists the corresponding ¯rst avoidance velocity ¢1 _r3d in 2-dimensional
space because rank(1M3) = 2.
After 1 _r3d is realized, the second avoidance manipulability ellipsoids are shown in Fig.7.9
as 2Pj (j = 1; 2; 4; 5; 6). By comparing 1Pi with 2Pj , we can ¯nd that 2PP1 and 2PP6
are shorter than 1PP1 and 1PP6. Moreover, 2PP2 and 2PP4 become the partial avoidance
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Fig. 7.9: Second avoidance manipulability ellipsoids
manipulability ellipsoids. The reason is that the given 1 _r3d has the e®ect of making the
tips of the second and fourth links just move along one direction around the tip of the third
link. 2CP5 is still the complete avoidance manipulability ellipsoid, however the size of 2CP5 is
smaller than 1CP5 because the singular values of 2M5 are smaller that the ones of 1M5. When
we consider the second avoidance manipulability ellipsoids, rank(2M j) = 1 (j = 1; 2; 4; 6)
and rank(2M5) = 2, which indicates that only the tip of the ¯fth link can arbitrarily realize
the second avoidance velocity in 2-dimensional space, the tips of the other links can realize
the second velocity along one direction. For example, when we consider the fourth link, we
can calculate the second avoidance matrix of the fourth link 2M4 with rank(2M4) = 1, and
we can calculate 2M+4 from (7.2), then we can calculate
2M4
2M+4 =
µ
0:586824 0:492404
0:492404 0:413176
¶
6= I2: (7.66)
According to (3.11), we can ¯nd that the second avoidance velocity of the fourth link can be
realized along only one direction as
¢2 _r¤4d =
µ
0:586824 0:492404
0:492404 0:413176
¶
P ; P 2 Rm: (7.67)
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This example shows that it is impossible to arbitrarily realize the second avoidance velocity
of the tip of the fourth link in 2-dimensional space. The second avoidance velocity of the tip
of the fourth link just can realize along with the direction of 2PP4, which is described by the
partial avoidance manipulability ellipsoid.
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7.5.3 Stoppage of Intermediate Links
Fig.7.10 and Fig.7.11 show the changing processes of the avoidance manipulability ellipsoids
when a 7-link manipulator tracks the desired trajectory and avoids a circular obstacle in
2-dimensional space. The initial con¯guration is that q1 = 1:57, q2 = ¡0:532, q3 = ¡0:532,
q4 = ¡0:532, q5 = ¡0:532, q6 = ¡0:532 and q7 = ¡0:532, where this initial con¯guration
satis¯es \All-Non-Singular Con¯guration Assumption" given by (7.40). All links are 0:2 in
length. The shape of obstacle is a circle with radius of r = 0:19[m] shown in Fig.7.10,
the center of obstacle is ¯xed at (0:25; 0:10). In Fig.7.11, the center of obstacle is ¯xed at
(0:31; 0:25). In the process of trajectory tracking of the manipulator's end-e®ector, the i-th
link will be stopped (the demanded avoidance velocity is zero discussed in subsection 7.4) for
avoiding the collision with the obstacle once the distance between the tip of the i-th link ri
and the center of the obstacle is less than 1:25r.
From Fig.7.10, in the process of trajectory tracking and obstacle avoidance, the tip of the
¯rst link is stopped when it nears the obstacle, that is to say, the ¯rst demanded avoidance
velocity 1 _rd1 = 0 is realized (the ¯rst avoidance task is ¯nished). Then, the sizes of the second
avoidance ellipsoids change after ¯nishing the ¯rst avoidance task. The second avoidance
ellipsoid of the second link becomes a segment, and the others become smaller. In this way,
the manipulator can execute the second (2 _r2d = 0), third (3 _r3d = 0), fourth (4 _r4d = 0) and
¯fth demanded avoidance velocity (5 _r5d = 0) in sequence. The changed sizes of the avoidance
ellipsoids become segment or smaller after ¯nishing the current avoidance task. Finally,
the manipulator ¯nish the desired trajectory tracking and obstacle avoidance, however, the
avoidance ability of whole manipulator disappears and it can not continue to track trajectory
and avoid obstacle simultaneously after these ¯ve demanded avoidance velocities have been
realized (these ¯ve avoidance tasks are ¯nished) because redundancy has disappeared. This
speci¯c example in Fig.7.10 just veri¯es \Corollary c".
In Fig.7.11, in the process of trajectory tracking and obstacle avoidance, the ¯rst avoidance
task (1 _r3d = 0) is given to the tip of the third link. After ¯nishing this ¯rst avoidance task,
the second avoidance ellipsoids become smaller, especially, the second avoidance ellipsoids of
the second and fourth links become segments. Then, the second and third avoidance tasks
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are given to the fourth and ¯fth links respectively, that is, 2 _r4d = 0 and 3 _r5d = 0. Finally, the
manipulator ¯nish the desired trajectory tracking and obstacle avoidance, it can not continue
to track trajectory and avoid obstacle simultaneously after these three avoidance tasks are
¯nished. However, the ¯rst and second links still possess the avoidance ability in Fig.7.11.
This is the di®erence between Fig.7.10 and Fig.7.11.
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8 General Discussion
In our previous works, the concept of avoidance manipulability was presented by referring
to the concept of manipulability. The avoidance manipulability ellipsoid was presented as
the evaluation of avoidance manipulability. AMSI was proposed as an index to optimize
the avoidance manipulability of the whole manipulator. AMSIP was proposed to improve
AMSI as an index to optimize the avoidance manipulability considering the distance between
the manipulator and obstacle. Single preview control and 1-step GA were combined to use
for on-line control system, where the redundant manipulator can on-line ¯nish the tasks of
trajectory tracking and obstacle avoidance with higher avoidance manipulability.
As for my contribution in this docotor thesis, I presented multiple preview control for
improving single preview control. On the one hand, preview control concept includes unique
idea as it utilizes future information to control current con¯guration. Single preview is a
classic local method, by which the detected future information is still limited, so sometimes
the system can not work safely by hazardous collision because of natural defect of local method
although it is suitable for on-line system. On the other hand, path planning is only suitable
for o®-line system as a classic global method on the assumption of stationary environment.
Multiple preview can improve the limitation of single preview through detecting the more
future information. Multiple preview possesses their merits, on-line and non-collision. I
discussed its e®ectiveness through simulations among multiple preview, single preview and
path planning. Further, I veri¯ed the e®ectiveness of the presented on-line control system
by simulation and experiment of real machine \PA10". In addition, I proposed the su±cient
conditions that can guarantee mathematically the sustainability of the avoidance space of
intermediate links by non-singular decomposition analyses of the ¯rst avoidance matrix 1M i.
However, there are remaining problems need to be solved in my current research. Firstly,
sustainability of the plural avoidance space by non-singular decomposition analyses of plural
avoidance matrices such as 2M j , 3Mk and so on. Secondly, solution of self-collision problem
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Fig. 8.1: Humanoid robot with visual servoing system
by adding the constraint conditions.
The concept of avoidance manipulability is main contribution in my current research,
by which on-line control system of trajectory tracking and obstacle avoidance was designed.
However, The current proposed work is not only applied to the on-line avoidance of obstacles
for redundant manipulators following a speci¯ed end-e®ector path. We should potentially
improve our perspectives, or lead to more impressive examples such as humanoid robotics as
a potential application. So, \Recon¯guration Manipulability" is more suitable for embodying
our idea than \Avoidance Manipulability".
Here, we will conceptually introduce the recon¯guration manipulability into the applica-
tion of humanoid robot as an example. As shown in Fig.8.1, it is a humanoid robot with
visual servoing system. The whole body of humanoid robot, from the foots to the head, can
be described by a redundant manipulator. The foots touch the ground and are ¯xed at the
base coordinate. The head may be thought to represent the end-e®ector of the redundant
manipulator. Especially, the robot's eyes are used as visual servoing system by installing a
camera or several ones. Humanoid robot mainly has two kinds of tasks. On the one hand,
visual servoing system is used for executing the prior end-e®ector task, by which the camera
can on-line track moving target to keep its head's pose as required. On the other hand, some
appropriate shape-adjustments of the body by controlling the motion of the intermediate
links for keeping the stability of humanoid robot are thought to be recon¯guration subtasks.
According to above discussion, the possibility of stabilizing control as the secondary sub-
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tasks can be described in the recon¯guration space and restricted strictly in the range space
of 1M i, which is the main result of this research. Therefore, based on the su±cient conditions
to keep the expansion of the recon¯guration space, the dimension of the stabilizing motion of
the humanoid robot can be maintained by \Part-Non-Singular Con¯guration Assumption" or
\All-Non-Singular Con¯guration Assumption", since it guarantees the sustainability of sta-
bilizing motion.
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9 Conclusion
In this research, for simultaneously solving the problems of real-time trajectory tracking and
obstacle avoidance for an unknown object, it is necessary and important to always keep high
avoidance manipulability of the manipulator as much as possible when the manipulator's
end-e®ector tracks the desired trajectory. Therefore, a new de¯nition \AMSI" (Avoidance
Manipulability Shape Index) as an index being able to evaluate the avoidance manipulability
of the whole manipulator is presented. And \AMSIP" (AMSI with Potential) is presented as
the optimal evaluation considering both avoidance manipulability (\AMSI") and potential
(judging the distance between the manipulator and the target object). By combining preview
control and 1-step GA, the e®ectiveness of real-time optimization of manipulator's con¯gura-
tion based on \AMSIP" is veri¯ed by simulations. Moreover, by comparing multiple preview
control with single preview control, we can think that multiple preview control is gifted with
both merits of single-preview control and path planning.
In addition, we analyzed the avoidance matrix and the avoidance manipulability ellip-
soid. We discussed the possibility of realizing avoidance tasks. Moreover, we found the
assumptions of manipulator's shape to determine explicitly and guarantee the sustainability
of shape-changeable space. Further we have also proposed avoidance manipulability measure
to evaluate shape-changeability of manipulator, which will be useful in control of trajectory
tracking and obstacle avoidance for redundant manipulator in future research as a theoretical
guidance.
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Appendix
A. Proof of Lemma 1
(necessary condition)
According to ¢1 _rid = 1M i1M+i ¢
1 _rid, when (Im ¡ 1M i1M+i )¢1 _rid = 0 holds for
8¢1 _rid 2 Rm, it is necessary that 1M i1M+i = Im. Then 1M i 2 Rm£n should be row
full rank, that is, rank(1M i) = m.
(su±cient condition)
Since rank(1M i) = m, 1M i has m non-zero singular values (¾1; ¾2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; ¾m). Then,
1M i can be decomposed by 1M i = U i§iV Ti , where U i is the m£m unit orthogonal matrix
satisfying U iUTi = U
T
i U i = Im, §i = ( diag(¾k) j0 ) (k = 1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ;m and ¾k 6= 0) and V i
is the n£n unit orthogonal matrix satisfying V iV Ti = V Ti V i = In. In addition, 1M+i =
V i§+i U
T
i , where §
+
i = ( diag(¾
¡1
k ) j0 )T (k = 1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ;m and ¾k 6= 0). In this way, ¢1 _rid =
1M i
1M+i ¢
1 _rid follows from 1M i1M+i = U i§iV
T
i V i§
+
i U
T
i = Im.
B. Proof of Lemma 2
From \Lemma 1" and relation shown in (3.11), \Lemma 2" is proved.
C. Proof of Theorem 1
From \Lemma 1", (3.5) and (3.7), \Theorem 1" follows.
D. Proof of Theorem 2
From \Lemma 2", (3.5) and (3.7), \Theorem 2" follows.
E. Proof of Proposition a
1Mn = Jn(In ¡ J+nJn)
= Jn ¡ JnJ+nJn
= Jn ¡ Jn
= 0: (1)
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F. Proof of Proposition b
When m < n, Then, according to (2.20), (7.22) and (7.28), 1M i can be decomposed as
1M i = J iLn
=
µ i n¡ i
m ~J i 0
¶ µ n¡m
n V n¡m
¶ µ n
n¡m V Tn¡m
¶
=
µ i
m ~J i
¶ µ n¡m
i V i;(n¡m)
¶ µ n
n¡m V Tn¡m
¶
; (2)
then, we can obtain
rank(1M i) = rank( ~J i V i;(n¡m) V Tn¡m)
¸ rank( ~J i) + rank(V i;(n¡m) V Tn¡m)¡ i
¸ rank( ~J i) + rank(V i;(n¡m)) + rank(V Tn¡m)¡ (n¡m)¡ i
= rank( ~J i) + rank(V i;(n¡m)) + (n¡m)¡ (n¡m)¡ i
= rank( ~J i) + rank(V i;(n¡m))¡ i (3)
and
rank(1M i) = rank( ~J i V i;(n¡m) V Tn¡m)
· minfrank( ~J i); rank(V i;(n¡m)); rank(V Tn¡m)g
= minfrank( ~J i); rank(V i;(n¡m)); n¡mg: (4)
In (3) and (4), we use an important mathematical theory: assuming A is a n£m matrix and
B is a m£l matrix, then,
rank(A) + rank(B)¡m · rank(AB) · minfrank(A); rank(B)g: (5)
\Proposition b" follows.
G. Proof of Proposition c
Because rank(J i) = rank( ~J i), substituting rank(J i) = minfi;mg into (3) and (4), \Propo-
sition c" follows.
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H. Proof of Lemma a
Because rank(Jn¡m+1!nn ) = m, we can obtain rank(Jn) = m, so, referring to (7.10), Jn
can be decomposed by
Jn = Um§mV Tm
= RmV Tm: (6)
In (6), because rank(Um) = m and rank(§m) = m, rank(Rm) = rank(Um§m) = m. Then,
according to (6), we can obtain
V Tm = R
¡1
m Jn: (7)
(7) can be rewritten by
(V T(n¡m);m; V
T
m;m) = R
¡1
m Jn: (8)
According to (8) and the de¯nition of Jn¡m+1!nn , we can obtain
V Tm;m = R
¡1
m J
n¡m+1!n
n : (9)
In (9), because rank(R¡1m ) = m and rank(J
n¡m+1!n
n ) = m, we can obtain
rank(V Tm;m) = rank(V m;m)
= m: (10)
In addition, from (7.25), V T can be expressed as
V T =
0B@
n¡m m
m AT BT
n¡m CT DT
1CA; (11)
then, we can obtain that
V TV =
0B@
m n¡m
m ATA+BTB ATC +BTD
n¡m CTA+DTB CTC +DTD
1CA (12)
and
V V T =
0B@
n¡m m
n¡m AAT +CCT ABT +CDT
m BAT +DCT BBT +DDT
1CA: (13)
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And because of the condition that
V TV = In; (14)
then, from (12), we can obtain
ATA+BTB = Im: (15)
Because of the condition that
V V T = In; (16)
then, from (13), we can obtain
AAT +CCT = In¡m: (17)
AT and A can be expressed by singular value decomposition as
AT = AUA§AV T (18)
and
A = AV A§TAUT : (19)
In (18) and (19), AU is a m£m matrix satisfying AUAUT = AUTAU = Im, A§ is a
m£(n ¡ m) matrix including the singular values of A, AV is a (n ¡ m)£(n ¡ m) matrix
satisfying AV AV T = AV TAV = In¡m. Then, we can obtain
ATA = AUA§A§TAUT (20)
and
AAT = AV A§TA§AV T : (21)
According to (15) and (20), we can obtain
BTB = Im ¡ATA
= AUAUT ¡ AUA§A§TAUT
= AU(Im ¡ A§A§T )AUT ; (22)
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then, we can obtain
Im ¡ A§A§T = AUTBTBAU : (23)
In (23), because rank(B) = m (please notice B = V m;m and refer to (10)) and rank(AU) =
m (AU is also a m£m matrix), so we can obtain
rank(Im ¡ A§A§T ) = m: (24)
If n ¸ 2m, according to (17) and (21), we can obtain
CCT = In¡m ¡AAT
= AV AV T ¡ AV
0B@
m n¡ 2m
m A§A§T Â
n¡ 2m Â Â
1CAAV T
= AV (In¡m ¡
0B@
m n¡ 2m
m A§A§T Â
n¡ 2m Â Â
1CA)AV T
= AV
0B@
m n¡ 2m
m Im ¡ A§A§T Â
n¡ 2m Â In¡2m
1CAAV T : (25)
In (25), because of (24), we can obtain
rank(
0B@
m n¡ 2m
m Im ¡ A§A§T Â
n¡ 2m Â In¡2m
1CA) = n¡m: (26)
and because rank(AV ) = n ¡ m and (26), we can obtain rank(CCT ) = n ¡ m, that is,
rank(C) = n¡m.
On the other hand, if n < 2m, according to (17) and (21), we can obtain
CCT = In¡m ¡AAT
= AV AV T ¡ AV A§TA§AV T
= AV (In¡m ¡ A§TA§)AV T : (27)
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In (27), because m < n < 2m, that is n¡m < m, we can obtain the relation as
Im ¡ A§A§T =
0B@
n¡m 2m¡ n
n¡m In¡m ¡ A§TA§ Â
2m¡ n Â I2m¡n
1CA: (28)
Because rank(Im ¡ A§A§T ) = m in (24) and rank(I2m¡n) = 2m¡ n, we can obtain
rank(In¡m ¡ A§TA§) = m¡ (2m¡ n)
= n¡m: (29)
and because rank(AV ) = n ¡ m and (27), we can obtain rank(CCT ) = n ¡ m, that is,
rank(C) = n¡m.
According to above discussion, in the two conditions of n ¸ 2m and m < n < 2m, that is
m < n, we can obtain (here, please notice C = V (n¡m);(n¡m) in (7.25))
rank(V (n¡m);(n¡m)) = n¡m: (30)
Then, when 1 · i < n¡m, we can obtain the relation between V i;(n¡m) and V (n¡m);(n¡m)
as
V (n¡m);(n¡m) =
0B@
n¡m
i V i;(n¡m)
n¡m¡ i V (n¡m¡i);(n¡m)
1CA: (31)
According to (30) and (31), V (n¡m);(n¡m) is a (n¡m)£(n¡m) matrix with full rank. Since
V i;(n¡m) is a i£(n ¡ m) matrix and V i;(n¡m) is one part of V (n¡m);(n¡m), then the j-th
(j = 1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; i) row vectors of V i;(n¡m) are independent and we can obtain rank(V i;(n¡m)) = i.
When n¡m·i·n, we can obtain the relation between V i;(n¡m) and V (n¡m);(n¡m) as
V i;(n¡m) =
0B@
n¡m
n¡m V (n¡m);(n¡m)
i¡ n+m V (i¡n+m);(n¡m)
1CA: (32)
According to (30) and (32), V (n¡m);(n¡m) is one part of V i;(n¡m), then the j-th (j =
1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; n¡m) column vectors of V i;(n¡m) are independent and we can obtain rank(V i;(n¡m)) =
n¡m. In this way, we can obtain
rank(V i;(n¡m)) =
½
i 1 · i < n¡m
n¡m n¡m · i · n : (33)
\Lemma a" follows.
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I. Proof of Lemma b
Substituting (7.35) into (7.32), \Lemma b" follows.
J. Proof of Theorem a
If fn ¸ 2mg\f1 · i < mg or fm < n < 2mg\f1 · i < n¡mg, we know that i < m · n¡m
or i < n¡m < m, by inputting these conditions into \Lemma b" (7.36), we can obtain
rank(1M i) = i: (34)
If fn ¸ 2mg\fm · i · n¡mg, we know that m · i · n¡m, by inputting this condition
into \Lemma b" (7.36), we can obtain
rank(1M i) = m: (35)
If fm < n < 2mg \ fn ¡m · i · mg, we know that n ¡m · i · m, by inputting this
condition into \Lemma b" (7.36), we can obtain
rank(1M i) = n¡m: (36)
If fn ¸ 2mg \ fn ¡m < i · n ¡ 1g, we know that m · n ¡m < i, by inputting this
condition into \Lemma b" (7.36), we can obtain
n¡ i · rank(1M i) · m: (37)
If fm < n < 2mg \ fm < i · n ¡ 1g, we know that n ¡m < m < i, by inputting this
condition into \Lemma b" (7.36), we can obtain
n¡ i · rank(1M i) · n¡m: (38)
In this way, (7.38) and (7.39) are proved in above ¯ve rough conditions as shown (34),
(35), (36), (37) and (38). \Theorem a" follows.
K. Proof of Corollary a
In (7.40), when i = n and º = n¡m+ 1, we can obtain
rank(J iº!º+m¡1) = rank(Jnn¡m+1!n)
= minfn;mg
= m: (39)
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By (39), we ¯nished the proof that \All-Non-Singular Con¯guration Assumption" includes
\Part-Non-Singular Con¯guration Assumption (a)".
From (7.40), when i < m and º = 1, we can obtain
rank(J iº!º+m¡1) = rank(J i1!m)
= rank(( ~J i|{z}
i
; 0|{z}
m¡i
) gm)
= rank( ~J i)
= i; (40)
when m < i and º = i¡m+ 1, we can obtain
rank(J iº!º+m¡1) = rank(J ii¡m+1!i)
= m; (41)
then, we can obtain
rank( ~J i) = m: (42)
Then, (40) and (42) can be combined as
rank( ~J i) = minfi;mg; (43)
that is
rank(J i) = minfi;mg; (44)
which is identical to \Part-Non-Singular Con¯guration Assumption (b)" of \Theorem a".
In this way, we ¯nished the proof that \All-Non-Singular Con¯guration Assumption" includes
\Part-Non-Singular Con¯guration Assumption (b)". \Corollary a" follows.
L. Proof of Corollary b
Put ¢1 _rid = ¡J iJ+n _rnd. There exists 1l 2 Rn such that ¢1 _rid = 1M i1l if and only if
¢1 _rid 2 R(1M i). That is ¢1 _rid = 1M i1M+i ¢1 _rid, which is equivalent to J iJ+n _rnd =
1M i
1M+i J iJ
+
n _rnd. Since _rnd has been assumed to be given arbitrarily in m-dimensional
space, it follows J iJ+n =
1M i
1M+i J iJ
+
n . \Corollary b" follows.
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M. Proof of Corollary c
Assuming \Part-Non-Singular Con¯guration Assumption" or \All-Non-Singular Con¯gura-
tion Assumption" for all i satisfying 1 · i · n¡m. From \Theorem a", when 1 · i · n¡m,
we can obtain rank(J i) = rank(1M i) = minfi;mg. In addition, J i and 1M i can be decom-
posed as J i = B0C 0 and 1M i = B0D0. B0 is a m£i matrix, C 0 and D0 are i£n matrices.
Referring to (2.20) and (7.30), B0, C 0 and D0 can be described as8<:
B0 = ~J i
C 0 = (Ii 0)
D0 = V i;(n¡m)V Tn¡m
; (45)
and it is easy to know½
rank(B0) = minfi;mg
rank(C 0) = i (46)
and
rank(D0) = minfi; n¡mg = i (47)
because rank(V i;(n¡m)) + rank(V Tn¡m) ¡ (n ¡ m) · rank(D0) · minfrank(V i;(n¡m));
rank(V Tn¡m)g, that is rank(V i;(n¡m)) · rank(D0) · minfrank(V i;(n¡m)); n ¡ mg, that
is minfi; n ¡mg · rank(D0) · minfminfi; n ¡mg; n ¡mg, resulting in rank(D0) = i in
this case referring to (33).
Then, if f1 · i < m · n¡mg [ f1 · i · n¡m < mg, we can obtain
1M i
1M+i J iJ
+
n = B
0D0[D0T (D0D0T )¡1(B0TB0)¡1B0T ]B0C 0J+n
= B0[D0D0T (D0D0T )¡1(B0TB0)¡1B0TB0]C 0J+n
= B0C 0J+n
= J iJ+n : (48)
If m · i · n ¡ m, because 1M i is row full rank matrix, that is rank(1M i) = m, we can
simply obtain
1M i
1M+i J iJ
+
n =
1M i
1MTi (
1M i
1MTi )
¡1J iJ+n
= J iJ+n : (49)
\Corollary c" follows.
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